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I
t doesn’t matter if you’re a Jap car fan or not. The simple truth 
is that whatever you’re in to, their car culture would have 
infl uenced your car in some way. 

Whether it’s an OEM option, or an aftermarket part, stuff 
we now take for granted, like satnavs or punchy small capacity 
engines. If they didn’t invent it, they would have refi ned it, made 
it affordable and brought it to the masses.

But what I really love is their enthusiasm for car culture in 
general. They are nuts about modifying. You just have to look 
at their modifying subcultures. It’s like nothing else in the world. 
From Kyusha to Kaido Racers, Shakotan to Dekotora, they literally 
modify everything, in all different ways. 

If you’re wondering what those aforementioned scenes are, fear 
not, as we’ve put a little guide together, over on page 35. We’ve 
also featured one of the most iconic oriental creations over on 
page 104. And a rather wide Porsche 911 that goes by the name of 
Army Girl. Which can mean only one thing. Yes, Nakai-san of RWB 
has been busy again!

We’ve got another iconic beast featured in this issue too. But 
this one was built in the USA for Fast and Furious actor, Sung Kang. 
For many, that will be enough information to work out that we’re 
talking about his 1973 240Z, now known as FuguZ! 

Of course, there’s a bunch of UK refi ned Jap metal too, including 
this month’s cover car, a rather stunning 700bhp Evo, a very green 
370Z, a very retro Civic and a very cool Mitsi Colt!

Self-praise is no praise, but I can’t resist saying that this issue 
is a bloody cracker! Enjoy… 

Big Love,
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MITSI EVO 012
With 700bhp on tap this evil Evo can eat superbikes 
for breakfast, brunch, lunch and dinner! It’ll probably 
manage desert too! 
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classic counterparts? Think again!
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This not-so-subtle Z is inspired by The Fast and The 
Furious. You could say it’s a movie car. Geddit?

MITSI COLT 072
This micro-sized Mitsi looks like a mini Evolution. 
What’s not to love about that?

FUGUZ 240Z 078
What do you get when GReddy and film star Sung 
Kang collaborate? Pure awesomeness, that’s what.
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Think you know your Japanese styles? Think again.
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We catch up (just about) with drifting superstar 
Steve ‘Baggsy’ Biagioni!

RWB 993 104
A German ride in our Jap Special? This can mean 
only one thing; Nakai-san has been busy again!

FRONT END 006
We head to Wheels Day, test your knowledge and 
give you the chance of winning a complete 
Eibach chassis makeover. Aren’t we nice?
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There are three wicked posters to choose from. 
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Midge’s 2-inch pipe grows an inch, and Collin 
boosts power of the FC Entertainment Focus.
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In the market for new rims but unsure of your 
car’s pitch circle diameter, or offset? Let us help 
you out.
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Now for the most important cars in the whole 
world… yours!

ARSE END 112
There aren’t many magazines where you’ll find a 
story about Vernon Kay next to one about posh 
crisps! That’s Fast Car for you!

NEXT MONTH 114
If we keep going at this rate it’ll be Christmas in 
5-months (better get shopping then – Midge).
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NEWS, VIEWS, RANTS AND RANDOM SHENANIGANS FROM THE WORLD OF CAR CULTUREUP FRONT

Wheels Days
There’s no getting around the fact that, 
even for a country blessed with an 
impressive number and variety of car 
shows, Wheels Day is unique. Organised  
by the Surrey Street Rodders, the event  
has been a constant on the car show 
calendar for decades. An intriguing mix of 
cars, car cultures and styles are attracted 
to Rushmoor Arena, a stone’s throw from 
Aldershot. Often appearing more like a 
cross between Glastonbury and a county 
fete, Wheels Day nevertheless draws a 
simply awesome mixture of cars, and 2016’s 
turnout saw some absolute gems. 

The sheer variety of machines on the  
day meant it wasn’t uncommon to see a ’69 

Charger sharing turf with an ‘oval window’ 
Beetle, a ‘bubble arched’ Mk1 Escort cosying 
up with a Dodge pickup, or a Chevy Bel Air 
tailing a Vauxhall Victor. 

This year brought stunning weather  
(a marked improvement on 2015’s near 
monsoon conditions), a laid-back vibe, and 
more Chevy small blocks than you could 
shake a stick at. 

Wheels Day is a must for anyone with a 
love for American muscle and cool old cars 
in general (and let’s face it, who doesn’t love 
all that!), the event is the perfect way to kick 
start your car year. Just make sure you 
bring wellies if the weather does take a 
turn for the worse next year! 

Words: Jarkle 
Photos: Chris Frosin

Show of the Month
We head to Wheels Day, Surrey’s yearly celebration  

of American muscle and old school cool!
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UP FRONT

 I nearly died the other week. While 
pulling out into the middle lane of the 
motorway attempting to overtake a lorry 
in my 1.0-litre ‘economy option’ hire car, 
I dropped a gear, buried the throttle and… 
nothing happened! 

The poor bastard in the Daewoo Matiz 
coming up behind me had to slap the old 
brakes on a bit sharpish! I genuinely 
thought the car was broken. But it turns 
out that it was just crap.

Okay, I should have booked a better car. 
But it was advertised at a bargain price. 
Well it was a bargain price, until the hire 
company decided to add on a shit-load 
of extras and scare the crap out of me 
with a £1,000 excess if I damaged the car. 
All while trying to convince me it’s still in 
mint condition, even though it looks like 
it has been polished with a scouring pad! 
Just sign your life and savings away 
here, please!

Oh and one more rant. It’s almost 
guaranteed that the previous customer 
has decided to muck about with the bass 
level of the audio system and turn it up 
to the max! If you’re one of these idiots 
who thinks it sounds better, it doesn’t. 
So stop bloody doing it. I want Vernon 
Kay to sound like Vernon Kay, not bloody 
Batman after a night on the piss!

The Angry Man

“THEY SAY THE 
FASTEST CARS
IN THE WORLD ARE 
HIRE CARS. 
NOT NOW THEY 

BLOODY WELL
AREN’T.”

Disclaimer: The opinions 
expressed herein are 
not necessarily those of 
Fast Car or the publisher. 
So fuck you ;-)

Think you know your cars?
Test your knowledge for
fun here…

A) Name the wheel…

B) Name the car…

C) Name the front cluster…

Quiz Time

Wordsearch
There are 7 race 

tracks in here! Can 
you fi nd them all?

Answers are in Arse End over on page 113! Good luck.

B.A.
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UP FRONT

Tokyo nights
It’s hard to get jaded in Japan. I often get asked by people who 
don’t quite get the whole car obsession, if I ever get tired of covering 
the same old stuff in Japan. Of course I don’t! If you ask me a silly 
question like that you probably don’t get it. 

I may have been doing this for 15 years now, but I’ve barely even 
scratched the surface of what Japanese car culture has to offer. And 
no, it’s absolutely nothing akin to what you have seen in The Fast 
and the Furious. Japan enjoys cars on a far more real basis than 
Hollywood may want you to believe. It all spans from an inherent way 
to stand out, a product of their own society that forces its people 
to adhere and never stand out from the crowd in their day to day 
activities. But when the night rolls around, that very much lifts. 

Having the faster car, the latest wheels, the limited edition part… 
It’s things like these that the Japanese love to see and with a 
mindset like this it’s not surprising that on any given night you are 
subjected to some of the best examples of tuned machinery you 
could imagine. That spans across every scene, from high-powered 
GT-Rs and Supras that Smoky at Top Secret may have built, to fi re-
spitting Kustoms that emulate US culture yet are presenting with 
a unique Japanese twist.

That’s why there is nothing I like to do more on a night away from 
work, than cruise the streets. Depending on the area of the city you 
go, you will notice broad differences in the cars you see. Stick to the 
fl ashy neighbourhoods like Roppongi, Ginza and Azabu and you will 
come across all sorts of European exotica, 90-percent of it tuned in 
some way with aftermarket wheels and expensive German bodykits.  
Venture further out into the bay and areas like Odaiba and Ariake, and 
you will come across very different cars. A mix of modifi ed Japanese 
sports cars and vans as well as lots of American SUVs and pickups.

This is a popular date spot, so people living in the towns outside 
Tokyo’s vast periphery often bring girls here to impress them. And 
more often than not they are riding around in said cars, having the 
chance to blow more money on them as they live in cheaper areas 

Dino Dalle Carbonare

Eastern Car Culture

where rent isn’t quite as prohibitive as the city. Jump up on the 
highway network that snakes high above the city and in between 
buildings, paying for the privilege of course anywhere up to ¥1300, 
and you have access to lots of interesting meeting areas, such as 
the Tatsumi Parking Area. 

This is where the C1 racers congregate. Small groups running 
the Route 9 loop through Ginza and back into the bay area via the 
Rainbow Bridge, to see who can go that little bit faster. All sorts of 
cars indulge, from RWB 911s to the latest Corvette ZR1 and the odd 
track-tuned Ferrari F355, not to mention the usual string of Japanese 
cars. You might be lucky and catch Kimura from Car Guy too, doing 
things with his F40 or P1 that mere mortals like you and I dream of. 

Jump on the Wangan and in 30 minutes you fi nd yourself in 
Yokohama, and more specifi cally Daikoku PA. The place is huge and 
on any given night there are a variety of car clubs or lone individuals 
out for a drive, stopping by for a look. Get back on the high roads and 
in another thirty minutes you are back in Tokyo, ending yet another 
refreshing, reinvigorating dose of Japanese car culture. 

So yeah, tired I am not. More like not yet satisfi ed, as I know there 
is always more and more to see out there. Tokyo and Japan in general 
is indeed a very special place…
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COMPETITION

WIN WIN WIN

Win a COMPLETE chassis make ver for your pride and joy!
That’s right folks, the lovely people at both Eibach and Demon 
Tweeks have teamed up with us to give you the chance of winning 
the ultimate chassis upgrade for your ride! 

Eibach are renowned for making some of the best suspension kit 
around and with winners and champions in F1, BTCC and the WRC 
their pedigree isn’t just proven it’s unsurpassed.

You too can team up with Eibach to produce the car of your 
dreams. Whether that’s a show-stopper or a track beast, or indeed 
a combination of the two, Eibach has the product you need to make 
your dream a reality. This amazing prize allows you to choose from 
(where appropriate) Eibach’s vast range of award winning products, 
be it Pro-Kit or Sportline springs, coilovers, wheel spacers, anti-roll 
bars or alignment products, enabling you to alter ride heights and 
improve your stance. But above all else seriously sort your chassis!  

Not only will you win the quality Eibach products, but you’ll also 
get them all fi tted for free at one of the UK’s top tuners, Demon 
Tweeks. Demon Tweeks’ massive 140,000-sq/ft premises is a 
modifi er’s heaven and their immaculate 10-bay fi tting centre is where 
the winner’s car will be equipped with Eibach’s awesome kit. After 
the fi tting has taken place, your car will be fully re-aligned on their 
pukka alignment machine. 

And just when you thought this couldn’t get any better, we’ll 
be documenting the whole experience in these very pages, doing 

Terms and Conditions
This competition is open to UK readers only. The winner will be the fi rst correct entry drawn when the competition closes at midday on 31.05.16. Kelsey Publishing 
takes no responsibility beyond promoting this competition, and no cash alternative or adjustment is available. The competition is not open to employees or 
associates of either Kelsey Publishing, Demon Tweeks or Eibach UK. The Editor’s decision is fi nal and no correspondence will be entered into.

It is a condition of entry that the fi tting must be carried out by mutual arrangement and agreement between the prize winner and the staff of Demon Tweeks, Eibach 
UK and Fast Car magazine, at the workshops of Demon Tweeks, Wrexham where the fi tting will be photographed for a full article, to appear in a later edition of the 
magazine. The vehicle should have no other mechanical issues needing attention and the winner must be prepared to travel there at their own expense and make 
suffi cient time for the fi tting and photography. The winner will be advised to ensure that their insurance will adequately cover the modifi cation.

an in-depth technical fi tting guide on your car and making you 
famous at the same time – we might even let you have your picture 
taken with our Midge. 

You’ll then be invited to show-off your winning ride at Fast Car 
Entertainment’s huge new show, the Fast Car Festival at Donington 
Park on 30 and 31 July. 

So what are you waiting for? Get entering… 

To be in with a chance of winning this remarkable prize, all you 
need to do is answer the below question (for a BIG clue head to:
www.facebook.com/EibachUK) and submit it using the below link!

Q) What material is used to create the award winning Eibach springs?

a) Stainless Steel
b) Hi–Tens Steel

 c) Mild Steel

Enter at: http://www.fastcar.co.uk/?p=118249
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www.ebcbrakes.com

Kits include 100% British made ECO friendly quality high efficiency EBC brake pads, fully tested and approved to meet or exceed all known standards,
plus premium Geomet® corrosion resistant G3000+ iron discs of your pattern choice. Geomet® is the NUMBER ONE brake disc anti corrosion surface coating
used by OEM builders (they use silver, we prefer black Geomet®). Coating withstands severe salt spray tests for corrosion resistance. Kit prices from £45.

NRS™
- NUCAP
Retention System®

creates a mechanical
bond, locking the friction
to the backing plate.

Brake Upgrade Kits
13 FABULOUS CHOICES to suit every driving style and budget.

All EBC discs are now black GEOMET® corrosion resistant coated ...

These discs WILL NOT RUST
PDK Kit Ultimax daily driver pads and Geomet® black OEM (non slotted) style discs
PD01K Kit Greenstuff sport pads and Geomet® black OEM (non slotted) style discs
PD02K Kit Redstuff premium fast street pads and Geomet® black OEM

(non slotted) style discs
PD03K Kit Yellowstuff highest friction pads and Geomet® black OEM

(non slotted) style discs
PD06K Kit Greenstuff sport pads and USR slotted black Geomet® discs
PD07K Kit Redstuff premium fast street pads and USR slotted black Geomet® discs
PD08K Kit Yellowstuff highest friction pads and USR slotted black Geomet® discs
PD012K Kit Redstuff premium fast street pads and GD sport drilled black

Geomet® discs
PD013K Kit Yellowstuff highest friction pads and GD sport drilled black Geomet® discs
PD016K Kit Greenstuff sport pads and BSD blade style slotted black Geomet® discs
PD017K Kit Redstuff premium fast street pads and BSD blade style slotted

black Geomet® discs
PD018K Kit Yellowstuff highest friction pads and BSD blade style slotted

black Geomet® discs
PD040K Kit Ultimax daily driver pads and Geomet® black OEM (non slotted) style discs

- this full vehicle kit includes 2 sets of pads and 2 pairs of discs

Brake Lines
Now Available

From
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HOT RIDE: MITSUBISHI LANCER EVO IV WORDS DAN GOODYER PHOTOGRAPHY CHRIS WALLBANK

MEET THE RUKUS CUSTOMS MITSUBISHI LANCER EVOLUTION. A 700BHP 
CARBON-CLAD MONSTER THAT DESTROYS SUPERBIKES FOR FUN

BIKE BEATER!
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HOT RIDE: MITSUBISHI LANCER EVO IV

L
et’s get one thing straight: love 
them or hate them, superbikes are 
fast. Like stupidly, ridiculously fast. 
Winding the throttle on a big 
1,000cc machine is like spitting 

on an explosion. There’s a reason people 
call them ‘crutch rockets’.

So when Rukus Customs boss Craig 
Rukus told us he has raced all sorts of fast 
bikes in his heavily modifi ed Evo IV and 
beaten every single one, we were surprised. 
Partly because this doesn’t look like an Evo 
IV, it looks more like a VI. But also because 
that would put his car into a very elite group, 
one that even supercars struggle to gain 
membership of.

Then he casually mentioned he also rides 
an eight-second drag bike too, a bored-out 
and turbocharged GSX-R slingshot no less. 
Our jaws hit the fl oor. We realised he wasn’t 
messing around. This wasn’t a drunken pub 
conversation. He knows his stuff. We were 
looking at a genuine bike beater.

“How does it compare to the drag bike?” 
asks Craig. “Well the bike is quicker off the 
line, but that’s about it. Once you’re rolling, 
the car feels faster. The Evo accelerates 
like nothing else I’ve ever experienced. It’s 
insane!” Craig tells us a number of high-
octane stories. Each one more impressive 

Holy crap!

than the last. We can’t print those sadly, 
so let’s see what we can talk about.

Firstly, the engine. It’s been put together 
with help from Ross Sport and AP Tuning, 
a combination that helped fellow Lancer Evo 
driver Phil Reed win the UK Time Attack 
Championship last year. Which explains its 
performance and reliability. It’s also the only 

part of the build that wasn’t carried out by 
Rukus Customs. Ross Sport supplied the 
parts, some of which were in fact fi tted 
at Rukus Customs. When Craig was 
unhappy with the performance of his last 
engine build, Ross suggested Gary Hayward 
at AP Tuning. And it turned out to be an 
inspired choice.
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WHAT A LOOKER!
Craig has covered the car in 
lightweight carbonfibre parts, 
including one of the new 
Rukus Customs bonnets. 
Available in fibreglass, wet 
carbon and dry carbon, the 
bonnet features subtle vents 
up each side. The one on 
Craig’s car here is actually 
carbon, but he painted it to 
match the rest of the car.



“He decided to turn his Evo IV 
into a VI. Why? Why not?”
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HOT RIDE: MITSUBISHI LANCER EVO IV

Gary built this beast of an engine on a 
different engine block. The original 2.0-litre 
4G63 block was ditched in favour of a 
2.3-litre 4G64 block instead. The details of 
the engine build remain a closely guarded 
secret, and we couldn’t get any details on 
the spec of the JUN cams either! We did get 
Craig to admit that the crankshaft, con-rods 
and pistons have all been replaced, leaving 
him with something like a 2.4-litre engine. 
More capacity is good because it means 
more power and a wider power-band, 
primarily because the engine can spool the 

turbo a bit quicker. Which in this case is 
a very trick GT37-HTA from Ross Sport. 
With regular super unleaded petrol in the 
tank, the MoTeC M800 ECU was used to 
dial in the engine, resulting in a massive 
700bhp at 1.8bar of boost (26psi). Enough 
to leave pretty much any opponent in the 
rear view mirror.

Of course the Lancer Evolution is famous 
for attacking the twisties too. Craig isn’t 
a guy to do things by halves, so his handling 
upgrades have gone a bit further than 
simply bolting a set of coilovers on. 

In a moment of madness (or perhaps 
genius?) he made the decision to turn his 
Evo IV into an Evo VI. Why? Well, why not? 
That meant new bodywork was required but 
the real surgery took place under the car.

Incredibly, the Rukus Customs team 
stripped the Evo IV to bare shell, grabbed 
a load of Evo VI running gear and literally 
cut-and-welded the two together. Craig 
explains: “The VI chassis is wider, so it 
wasn’t simply a case of bolting the new stuff 
on, despite what a few so-called experts 
told us. We quickly learned we were the fi rst 
ones to do this, so you expect some 
challenges when you’re exploring new 
ground. I’m glad we did it now.”

Craig continues: “We had to cut bits out 
of the original IV chassis and weld bits on 
from the VI before fi tting the driveshafts, 
suspension arms, the lot. It was a big job, 
but totally worth it. We went one step further 

Unique blue fi nish by Rukus Customs 
on 9.5x18in Rota wheels

The exact details of the engine build 
are a closely guarded secret 
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The car is full of neat touches

Now there’s an inviting sight...

RUKUS CUSTOMS
Rukus Customs are located in Norton 
Canes, north of Birmingham. They 
do hydro dipping, custom paint and 
bodywork, wheel refurbs, wrapping, 
window tinting, fabrication, the works. 
They’ll even take on a complete build 
if you’ve got an idea but lack the skills 
or time to build your dream car. They 
specialise in custom work, the wilder 
the better. You can fi nd them at 
www.rukuscustoms.co.uk, on Facebook 
or call them on 07847 343335.

Up next for this car is a sequential dog 
‘box and a full rollcage



The secret supercar

“It blasts past anything on the 
road, four wheels or two”

HOT RIDE: MITSUBISHI LANCER EVO IV
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TECH SPEC: EVO IV

TUNING
2.4-litre forged engine built by AP Tuning on a 4G64 
block; MoTeC M800 ECU: Ross Sport GT37HTA turbo; 
Wiseco HD pistons; I-beam con-rods; balance shaft 
removed from crankshaft; CNC ported cylinder head 
with oversize valves; JUN cams; HKS Vernier pulleys; 
Magnus race inlet manifold; S90 throttle body; AMS 
fuel rail; Injector Dynamics 1,600cc fuel injectors; 
Radium swirl pot with twin Bosch 044 fuel pumps; 
Walbro in-tank fuel pump; SARD fuel pressure 
regulator; JMF exhaust manifold and elbow; Precision 
38mm external wastegate; custom 3in straight-
through stainless-steel exhaust; HKS intake pipe with 
K&N air fi lter; Pace front-mounted intercooler with 
Ross Sport hard pipe kit; Spark Tech coil-on-plug CDI 
kit, HKS timing belt, Koyo alloy radiator with carbon 
brackets and Mishimoto slimline fan; HKS blow-off 
valve, Setrab 19-row oil cooler; Mocal oil catch tank; 
various Spec-R tanks and covers; Evo VII engine 
cover; custom Samco coolant and power steering 
hoses; Extreme alloy slam panel; Gizmo boost 
controller; polybush engine mounts; Exedy 
HD twin-plate clutch.

STYLING
Rukus Customs carbonfi bre bonnet; one-piece 
H.I.D headlights; JUN front bumper with custom 
carbonfi bre splitter and canards; VeilSide door 
mirrors; wind defl ectors; carbonfi bre roof skin with 
custom vortex fi ns; 25mm wider wings all round; 
carbonfi bre sideskirts; carbonfi bre rear spoiler blade;  
carbonfi bre rear diffuser.

CHASSIS
9.5x18in Rota GTR wheels custom coated by Rukus 
Customs; Full Evo VI running gear conversion and 
wider chassis; RS plate-type differentials front 
and rear; RS steering rack; HSD Monopro coilover 
suspension; Cusco front and rear anti-roll bars; 
Cusco front 3-point strut brace; Cusco rear 3-point 
strut brace; D2 8-pot callipers and discs with 
Carbotech XP8 pads; battery relocated to boot.

INTERIOR
Evo VII seats; GReddy oil pressure; oil temperature 
and boost gauges.

THANKS
Ross Walker at Ross Sport for the engine parts 
and for putting me in touch with Gary at APT; Gary 
Hayward at AP Tuning for the engine; Mark Hale at 
Samco Sport for the custom hoses; Tim and Ben 
at Racing Lines for sorting the braided lines; Mrs 
Rukus for putting up with it all.

by upgrading the front and rear differentials 
with the plate-type RS ones. We also fi tted 
the quicker steering rack from an RS. It’s a 
completely different animal to drive now.”

Talking of different, have you seen the 
coolant hoses? Craig wanted something 
unusual to go with the blue and white 
theme, so Mark Hale from Samco Sport 
hooked him up with some custom camo 
coolant and power steering hoses. The 
engine bay is a work of art. The engine itself 
looks amazing, from the painted Magnus 
inlet manifold to the chunky Cusco strut 
brace it all works. It’s what isn’t there that 
really makes the difference though.

“We removed pretty much everything we 
could from the engine bay,” says Craig. 
“We’ve relocated the fuse box and relays 
inside the car, all the wires have been 
hidden or removed.” This sounds relatively 
simple but you need to know what you’re 
doing. It’s also very time consuming. 

There’s no denying the engine bay of 
Craig’s Evo looks amazing as a result, 
so it was well worth the effort.

Even the bits you can’t see have been 
done properly. Spin the car upside-down 
and you’d see the underside has been 
coated to match the colour-scheme. Craig 
has undersealed the car too, as being a 
Japanese import it wasn’t given any on the 
production line. The last thing he wants now 
is his pride and joy to rust away. Especially 
as he’s now enjoying all the hard work. You 
can expect to see this Rukus Customs 
masterpiece at shows throughout the year. 
Or at the drag strip. Or maybe even scaring 
motorbikes on the street? 

It’s amazing to think how far tuned road 
cars have come. Rukus Customs have 
taken a relatively humble Evo IV and turned 
it into a missile. One capable of blasting 
past anything on the road, whether it has 
four wheels or two.
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WE HIT ANDERLECHT FOR A PARADISE OF MODIFIED CARS

Heaven on Wheels XIII
Did someone just 

get married?

Jazzy fresh

W
hen talking about 
international car shows, 
Heaven on Wheels, held at 
the Cora shopping centre 
in Anderlecht, Belgium, on 

the face of it, doesn’t sound that exciting 
and sounds more like a cruise rather than 
a full-on car show. But when that show 

draws in over 2,000 cars internationally, 
is now in its 13th edition and growing bigger 
each year, it’s clear the organisers know 
what they’re doing.

We’ve made the trip over for several 
years now and each time we’re blown away 
with the standard of cars that attend. And 
it’s clear to see that standard growing year 

The internet 
sensation himself



SHOW: HEAVEN ON WHEELS
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Henry Ford will be turning 
in his grave! VTEC, yo!

on year. In the past the show “VIP cars” 
were placed in separate areas to the rest of 
the public. However, the organisers decided 
this year that everyone should park 
together before they hand-picked the best 
of the best to move to an outdoor area. From 
there, the top show cars (10 Belgian and 10 
international) were given trophies along 
with one car picking up the coveted Best 
of Show honours. 

There were plenty of trade stands for 
you to spend your money on, whether it 
was for stickers, clothing accessories or 

a new set of wheels; even the SlammedUK  
crew turned up with a trade stand. There 
was a live DJ right in the middle of the cars, 
smashing out some of the freshest tunes, 
along with setting random challenges for 
people to do (to win a prize of course). 
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Variety is the spice of life…
Overall, the show didn’t disappoint. The standards of the majority of cars that attended was high, especially 
with the extremely tight Belgian laws on modifying – for example, Air and Hydros are considered illegal here. 
The people were, as always, friendly and the atmosphere was great. It was also refreshing to see that year on 
year the number of UK cars making the trip over continues to grow. Plenty of cars seemed to be very much out 
of date when it came to the mods they were running. But that’s the thing about international shows. Whether 
they run big bodykits, lairy paintjobs or Lexus-style lights, they do what they want and seem to not let others 
judge their decisions, proudly showing off their creations alongside all-out show cars. Just how it should be!

A full feature on Jay’s evil 
Scooby is coming soon

“Big bodykits, lairy paintjobs or Lexus-style 
lights. They do what they want”

2004 and proud



SHOW: HEAVEN ON WHEELS
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Ooooh, foreign shiny things

We also had Eugene riding around on his 
mobility scooter with a loud speaker on, 
taking selfi es with everyone. On the upper 
deck of the car park, there were the 
audio-cars. A selection of local cars all lined 
up showing off their insane installs and 
defi nitely drawing in the crowds.

For those who are thinking about 
making the trip next year, we would highly 
recommend it. Some tend to go out on the 
Saturday and home after the show on the 
Sunday evening. But we would recommend 
making a long weekend out of it, seeing the 
Belgian sights and enjoying the night life 
with their famously strong beer. Duvel 
anyone? We doubt very much you’ll come 
home disappointed!

This makes us teal all warm inside! 
Get it? Teal? I’ll get my coat…
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HOT RIDE: SUBARU WRX STI WORDS JARKLE PHOTOGRAPHY MIKE KUHN
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RECKON THAT SUBARU’S BEST WORK 
STOPPED IN THE MID NOUGHTIES? 
PREPARE TO THINK AGAIN

GROWING 
PAINS



“It ain’t subtle. But it doesn’t half look good”
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HOT RIDE: SUBARU WRX STI

E
ver heard of the phrase, ‘the 
diffi cult second album’? For those 
not in the know, it refers to the 
perceived diffi cultly various bands 
and artists have when it comes 

to producing a decent follow up to a 
successful, critically acclaimed fi rst record.

Why am I prattling on about music in 
a magazine dedicated to car tuning and 
culture? Because the phrase can just as 
easily be applied to various examples of 
our favourite modifi ed motors, the Subaru 
Impreza being a prime example. 

The GC, GF, GM, GD and GG series cars 
(classic, bug, blob and hawkeye to me and 
you) enjoyed huge success across the 
world, so much so that Subaru was 
understandably inclined to leave the recipe 
well alone for as long as possible. Following 
up on the success of these cars with the 
WRX STi back in 2007 must’ve been fairly 
daunting then. Especially as this 
generation’s radical styling took a little 
longer to fi nd acceptance amongst the 
Subaru faithful. One individual with a lot 
of love for the fi rm’s more recent offerings 

The stupidly cool Invidia 
titanium-tipped exhausts

is Garth Donald, the lucky owner of the WRX 
STi you see before you. Resplendent in 
Subaru blue, the ultimate scooby colour 
and one that never fails to go down a treat, 
Garth’s STi is one of those rare cars that just 
looks right, from each and every angle. 

He’s worked hard to get it to this stage 
though, the car coming into his ownership 
in standard form some three years ago.

“It was in great condition when it arrived,” 
he says, “plastic on the seats, full of new car 
smell! At the time, I told the wife that I’d 
leave it standard, that I’d never modify 
another car and that this would be enough 
for me. She rolled her eyes and said she 
never believed me. Turns out she was right!’

Things took a turn for the worse as far 
as Garth’s promise to his other half was 
concerned (and for the better for the rest 
of us), when Kienan Weber, the owner of 
All Aspects Motorsports, stepped in and 
agreed to sponsor the build. This 
partnership eventually led to the extravagant 
bodywork the car now sports, with manic 
wings, spoilers and scoops leering out from 
each and every panel. It ain’t subtle. But 
it doesn’t half look good.

“I was asked multiple times before the 
bodywork process whether I was certain 
I wanted to go ahead. Because of course 
there was no going back. I nodded 
repeatedly that this was the way it was 
going to look, and at the moment Kienan 
walked up and just ran a nail over the 



GARTH DONALD
Hi Garth, great car mate. Why did you opt for a Subaru in 
the fi rst place? 

“My friend Derek had a WRX and I liked the look of it. Plus his 
dad and brother work at the Subaru plant in Indiana and both 
swore by their reliability. I built an STi online, fell in love with the 
colour and then thought, ‘What the hell. Let’s give Subaru a try’.”

What’s been the most rewarding part of the build?
“To me it’s just a car, a good one, but a car. What’s more 
important is that me and the wife built it, made all the choices 
together and molded it into what it’s eventually become.”
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Mate, someone’s put an angry 
octopus in your engine

Get outa my way, punk



“When I see it, I see moments 
of laughter between us”
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HOT RIDE: SUBARU WRX STI

body of where we were going to cut. 
And that was that.”

Utterly terrifying sounding right? By this 
point Garth was well and truly committed 
(and then some), and the only possible 
course of action was to press on with the 
major bodywork surgery. His original plan 
was to line the wing up, draw a line to act 
as a guide, then cut out what was surplus to 
requirements, before fi nally riveting the new 
arch. But Kieran had other ideas. 

“They had the know-how to chop up 
some sheet metal and provide some 
shelving for the kit to support it. We ended 
up welding the sheet metal into place and 
also providing inner arch lining to keep the 
dust and water out of the boot area, so a 
huge amount of fabrication all told.”

One constant throughout the majority of 
Subaru’s existence has been the fl at four, 

‘boxer’ engine. A lump that’s now part of 
tuned car folklore, partly because of its 
ability to make impressive power fi gures, 
and partly because of the noise that its 
peculiar layout allows it to generate. Garth’s 
car more than delivers on both counts. His 
Scooby now sporting a Perrin Performance 
FMIC, Cosworth reverse inlet manifold and 
fuel rail, All Aspect custom downpipe and air 
intake, Killer B equal length headers, a 
Precision 5858 turbo and Tial 44mm BOV, 
the latter only adding to that distinctive 
Subaru bellow. 

“By this point my wife Rachel was 
laughing at me at the very idea that the car 
would remain standard,” Garth chuckles. 
“She was very supportive though, she’s 
been a driving force (pun not intended) 
behind the build and we’ve ended up 
building it together. We both helped cut, 

rivet, and put the car back together with the 
guys. So the experience was challenging at 
points, with highs and lows of course. But 
when I see the car, I see the moments of 
laughter between everyone.”

Modifi cations like the air suspension kit, 
Forgestar wheels, the custom interior and 
stupidly cool Invidia titanium-tipped exhaust 
are very much the icing on the cake. But you 
don’t have to delve too deeply into this build 
before you fi nd a brilliant story, one centred 
around a couple’s love for cars and an 
appreciation for modifi ed car culture. 

It’s probably safe to say that later 
generation Subarus like this won’t ever have 
the same raw, cult appeal as their illustrious 
relatives. But on the strength of Garth’s car, 
we’d say that doesn’t matter one iota. 
Particularly when they can end up looking 
(and sounding) this good.



Crucially there was just about 
room for his Samurai sword

The fl at four ‘boxer’ lump is 
now part of tuned car folklore
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TECH SPEC: SUBARU WRX

TUNING 
Perrin Performance Front Mount Intercooler and 
oil separator; reversed Cosworth inlet manifold and 
fuel rail; Mishimoto radiator; Precision 5858 rotated 
turbo; All Aspect custom down pipe, up pipe and 
air intake; Invidia Q300 exhaust; HKS SSQV; TIAL 
44mm BOV; Killer B equal length headers; IAG engine 
dress up bay kit; COBB access port V3.

STYLING
Vollkommen Designs wide bodykit; Varis vented 
FRP bonnet with custom paint by Stock or Modifi ed 
Bodyworks; All Aspects custom front splitter; gloss 
black roof; HT Autos rear diffuser; Perrin Performance 
wing struts in gloss black; Aerofl ow Dynamic side 
skirts; OEM spoiler painted in custom two-tone 
Custom painted OEM spoiler two tone; Lightwerkz 
custom dual projector dual halo demon eyes; 
painted tinted tail lights. 

CHASSIS
12x18in Forgestar Deep Dish in custom colour 
match paint; Toyo Proxes R888 305/35x18; stock 
brake setup, Air Lift Performance air suspension; Air 
Lift Autopilot V2 management system.

INTERIOR
Custom wrapped Alcantara dash with ATI gauge pod; 
DAMD steering wheel; Pioneer AVIC NEX 8000 Bride 
Gias II carbon fi bre fully adjustable seats; wrapped 
Bride interior parts; Cipher Auto harness bar Sparco 
four-point harness; JPM coach works gearstick gator 
and e-brake; DND Interior samurai sword shifter.
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S
o you’ve all heard about VIP Style, 
Liberty Walk and RWB wide arch 
builds,  Bosozoku gang cars and 
their love of drifting but that’s only 

the tip of the iceberg when it comes to 
Japanese car culture, they have trends on 
trends and here are a few of the more 
obscure ones. 

JAPANESE CAR CULTURE IS AMONGST THE MOST DIVERSE 
IN THE WORLD, DON’T BELIEVE US? CHECK THIS OUT…

JAP Sub-Cultures
The Cultures

• Kaido Racers
• Shakotan
• Vanning
• Dekotora
• Kei Trucks
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Kyusha
It may just be the Japanese term for classic car but it’s one that has come 
to describe the whole scene that surrounds older metal from the land of 
the rising sun. Screw keeping cars pristine and period correct, the 
Japanese embrace tuning, resto-modding and evolving old rides to take 
full advantage of the amazing products that keep being developed to 
maintain precious heirlooms form yesteryear. It’s a great demonstration of 
supply and demand, people want more and more bits and pieces and the 
industry continues to respond allowing them to do things that were 
absolutely impossible back in the day. Fairlady Zs, Skylines, 510s, RX-3, 
Laurels, Corollas you name it there is so much you can do, from custom 
work and engine swaps to complete ground up restoration with 
enthusiasts spending a ton of money to create the perfect interpretation of 
the car they always wanted when they were younger. This continues to be 
the fastest growing slice of Japanese car culture. 

Kaido Racers
As Japanese as sushi, onigiri and a chilled glass of saké 
Kaido Racers are often misunderstood by quick-to-judge 
Westerners. Yes in its most extreme forms it’s all a bit silly and 
all done for a good laugh, but there are also more sedate 
interpretations all done to emulate in an almost caricature-like 
way the first Japanese racecars that began enticing interest 
form people into the world of motorsports. Exaggerated 
“deppa” front lips and various takes on rear spoilers can join 
all sorts of other body mods like pumped fenders or flares 
and wild paint jobs, in most of the cases DIY jobbies done at 
the back of the house with your mates over copious servings 
of beer. A true Kaido Racer is then finished off with the 
takeyari “bamboo spear” long exhausts that shoot up into the 
air, there to make the engine’s sounds as obnoxious as 
possible. Throw in vintage 14-inch JDM wheels with 
stretched tyres and you have the style nailed down to 
perfection. Any car can be turned into a Kaido Racer, but 
most popular subjects include Toyota Cresta, Soarers, Mark 
IIs and Nissan Glorias, Cedrics and at times even Skylines.
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JAP SPECIAL: SUB-CULTURES



Shakotan
The best way to describe the Shakotan “lowered body” style is a Kaido Racer built with far more taste. The basics are still there, very low ride height and 
the obligatory JDM vintage rims – the rarer the better – shod with stretched rubber. Except it’s all a lot more polished, often with custom flares sculpted 
into the fenders to get that hippari “flush” look just right. The bucktooth front spoiler is a must as is a nice and clean engine bay and interior. While the 
Shakotan is almost always associated with cars from the seventies and eighties, by definition it can be applied to even more modern cars if they exhibit 
the same sort of style.

Vanning
Vans are the saviours of Japanese men! When 
that time comes to sell off your sports car and 
start setting up a family the car enthusiast must 
put that love of anything performance oriented 
aside for a couple of decades. That’s where vans 
come into it. Offered in all sorts of sizes from 
pretty much every single Japanese car maker 
they offer the space and hauling capacity that’s 
needed by a family but being Japan there is a 
ton of options out there to fully deck out your 
MPV. From the impressive selection of body kit 
manufacturers, wheel companies cater to this 
immense slice of the aftermarket sector with 
wheels specifically designed and sized to fit 
things like the Toyota Alphard, Vellfire and Noah 
to the Nissan Elgrand and Serena. The options 
don't end there, most like to run quilted leather 
seat covers and a massive flip down rear screen, 
then finish off the exterior with a gazillion LED 
lights that turn your family hauler into something 
out of Tron. 
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Kei Trucks
Lightweight vehicles in Japan – or Kei – are the 
staple choice of transportation of the working 
class. This type of vehicle came to be after the 
war to help mobilize a recovering nation, offering 
cheap to buy and cheap to run vehicles to all. 
They just happen to be so tiny that they fit 
beautifully in between rice paddies, so the little 
pick-up truck versions came to be the choice of 
farmers, right up to this day. And as with 
anything in Japan, as long as it has wheels on it, 
you can modify it! Aside from aesthetic 
personalization there are those that even weld 
up the rear diff and take the things out drifting!

Decoration trucks or “Deko-tora” are pretty much the Kaido Racers of the trucking world. Extremely popular from the mid-seventies onwards after the 
success of the Torakku Yaro series of films which depicted a truck driver going through his adventures with a wildly decorated lorry. What you see is all 
custom made for the most part, using sheets of stainless steel or aluminium to sculpt a whole new look for the truck. It’s all then bombarded with lights, 
lots of them, as many colours as you can manage while the trailer section is usually airbrushed depicting vary traditional Japanese imagery. Interiors are 
decked out to resemble tacky hostess bars with quilted vinyl upholstery, golden tassels and the cherry on the cake – a chandelier! Of course, no sort of 
tuning is done to the diesel motors that power them, except for brutally unsilenced exhausts to further emphasise that on-road presence.
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SOMETIMES LEAVING THINGS ORIGINAL YIELDS 
THE BEST RESULTS. LEWIS WEBB HAS PROVEN 
THIS WITH HIS CIVIC SEDAN – A CAR WITH NO 

TURBOS, NO AIR BAGS, BUT ENOUGH SWAG TO 
OUTSHINE THE VERY BEST…

SEDAN
You can with a



“It was filthy, with dents all over 
it, but it was now or never”
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HOT RIDE: HONDA CIVIC SEDAN

Y
ou know you want a certain 
car pretty badly when you’re 
knocking on elderly people’s 
doors to see if they’ll part 
with their example of it for 
your cash.

This exact scenario was taking place a 
few years ago for Lewis Webb here, who got 
the urge to bag his own fourth-generation 
EF-shaped Civic saloon after seeing a few 
crazy modifi ed examples over in the States.

“It’s the only Honda I really like,” he says. 
“This was before they really exploded in 
popularity. But I still found it really diffi cult 
to fi nd a decent one.” Eventually, Lewis was 
resigned to the fact that he was better off 
getting something more sensible, and spent 
two years rocking around in a Mk4 Golf.

“The next thing I know, I’m looking 
around someone’s Sedan that’s up for 
sale,” he recalls, admitting he’d never really 
shaken the bug to own one of these boxy 
retro rarities after all. “It was fi lthy and there 
were dents all over it, but I knew it was now 
or never, so I bit the bullet.”

Now the proud owner of his own Civic, 
Lewis had no real desire to do anything too 
serious to it. “I was planning to give it a 
minor tidy-up and a handful of mods. It was 
never meant to be a show car.” With advice 
from his forum friends, things began in a 
familiar way. The ageing steelies were 
whipped off to make way for some fresh 

We love a bit of classy retro

Rota Mesh discs look dead 
on for the car’s era

Rota Mesh numbers which look bang-on 
for the era of the car. While coilovers now 
provide the all-important drop which 
instantly make these cars look about 
a hundred times tastier. 

Still ignoring the sketchy bodywork, 
attention then turned to inside the car. 
Things were set to remain period-perfect 
here, too, with Lewis’ stroke of genius once 
again playing a part to add his unique style 
into the modifi cations. 

“I’ve always liked the wood-effect panels 
from the old Rover 400s,” he says, justifying 
the Nardi Deep Corn steering wheel, 
gearknob and other bits of wood-effect 
vinyl trim. You could only pull it off in certain 

cars. But boy, does it sure work here! The 
retro-ness is fi nished off with a giant Jimmy 
Up gearknob, with the car now ticking all 
the right boxes to give off those killer 
Eighties vibes.

Unfortunately though, Lewis’ hard work 
so far was short-lived. “After a few months, 
the holes on the sills and arches got bigger 
and bigger, and duct tape just wasn’t going 
to cut it any more.” There was nothing for 
it but to get the car into friend Simon’s 
bodyshop for a full overhaul.

Having remained so reserved with his 
choice of alterations so far, Lewis was 
understandably wary of moving away from 
the original light blue colour the car was still 
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Who doesn’t love getting 
their hands on wood?

 The wood-effect vinyl trim was 
stolen from a museum

The retro brown theme 
continues under the bonnet



More 80s than Mel and Kim. 
Respectable? Indeed…
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HOT RIDE: HONDA CIVIC SEDAN TECH SPEC: EF CIVIC 
TUNING 
1.4-litre Honda D14A SOHC twin-carb engine; 
Pipercross carb fi lter; 4-2-1 exhaust manifold; 
straight exhaust pipe, part-wire tuck; woodgrain 
effect rocker cover.

TRANSMISSION
Standard fi ve-speed manual gearbox.

CHASSIS
7x15in Rota OS Mesh alloy wheels; 165/45x15 
Nankang tyres; 25mm (front) and 30mm (rear) 
spacers; Function & Form Type 1 coilovers; 
strengthened chassis beams.

EXTERIOR
Fully restored bodywork sprayed in OEM blue 
(top half) and BMW Carbon black (bottom half); 
smoothed front numberplate recess; smoothed 
roof aerial aperture.

INTERIOR 
Original seats with beaded covers; wood-effect 
vinyl trim; wood-effect vinyl cup holders; Nardi 
350mm Deep Corn steering wheel; Jimmy Up Boom 
Stick gearknob; Wink rear-view mirror; up-rated 
stereo in glovebox to keep original cassette player 
in centre console.

THANKS
Neil Sterry at Nostalgia Collection; CJ; Hemmings; all 
of the Nishiki crew and anyone else who has lent a 
hand and put up with me in the process.

Lewis’ indecisiveness paid off, with a 
twin colour scheme working wonders

“But for now, I’m happy with the way it is. 
It gets a lot of love, too, especially from the 
older generations that seem to appreciate 
the work that’s gone into it.” 

By sticking to modifi cations that would 
largely have been available when the car 
was built, Lewis has produced a specimen 
loved by most walks of life. Resisting the 
urge to fi t a trick air bag suspension system 
(although he admits it’s crossed his mind 
when he’s grounded out on speed bumps!) 
or a modern engine swap means that 
old-school, carb-fed engineering remains 
underneath that factory-fresh outer shell. 

With a trip to Japan booked though, 
don’t expect it to stay this way forever...

rocking. But after seeing some BMW 
Carbon Black paint in Simon’s shop (which, 
strangely, is actually a really dark blue), he 
went ahead and ordered enough of this hue 
to cover the car, once the bodywork issues 
had been ironed out.

“I had a last-minute panic,” he laughs. 
“I wanted to go back to the original blue, 
but the paint had already arrived.” The two 
eventually met in the middle, with a ‘panda’ 
style more commonly seen on Toyota AE86s 
striking the two-tone balance between dark 
and light blues. And you know what? Lewis’ 
indecisiveness seems to have paid off, with 
the twin colour scheme working wonders in 
bringing out the retro lines, and also making 
those gold wheels pop even more!

With one of the tidiest, most understated 
examples of an EF Sedan in the country 
now at his disposal, and with a whole new 
infl ux of car fans now trying to get their 
hands on these ever-rarer beauties, it’s clear 
Lewis is onto a winner. “I’ve considered 
engine swaps and the like,” he says. 



3MVEHICLE WRAPPING

That’s
a

wrap!

Why paint when you can wrap?
Check us out: 3MWraps UK

ww
w.w

rapyourcurves.co.uk

V ehicle wrapping is fast becoming the
thing for updating the look of your car.
Our 3M™ Wrap Film Series 1080 range

now has over 80 colours and finishes including
matte, gloss, satin, brushed metals and carbon
fibre. Go online to www.wrapyourcurves.co.uk
to visualise your wrap with our colour change
selector, and to find your local 3M Authorised

Vehicle Wrapper.
Wrap it!

3M™ Wrap Film Series 1080 examples pictured above: Straight Fiber Black / Satin Ocean Shimmer / Matte Brown Metallic / Gloss B
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PICK UP YOUR COPY TODAY

• Useable with screw type grease cartridges using

vacuum suction to ensure full utilization of grease

cartridge as well as eliminating priming issues as-

sociated with conventional grease guns.

• Features a protective cap for hose

storage preventing contamination.

• 1/8”BSPT thread and supplied

with adaptor to fit most screw

type cartridges on the market.

• Use with Model No. SCS107 400g

Screw type grease catridges.

• Zinc plated lever handles

and rubber ergonomic grips.

• Fitted with minimal wearing parts to ensure

prolonged life and supplied

with 300mm (12”) delivery

hose and 4-jaw coupler.

• Model No. AK4403

• List Price £44.95

• Features screw type connection enabling

an improved grease loading system which

can be achieved quickly and easily without the

mess of a standard grease cartridge system.

• Use with
Model No. SCS107

400g Screw type

grease cartridges.

• Model No. AK53

• List Price £27.95

• Features screw type connection enabling an

improved grease loading system which can be

achieved quickly and easily without the mess of a

standard grease cartridge system.

• To be used with

Model No. SCS107

400g Screw type

grease cartridges.

• Model No. AK52

• List Price £25.95

• Suitable for use with the above grease guns.

• Cartridges screws directly into grease gun head

making it quicker and cleaner than standard cartridges.

Single
• Model No. SCS107

• List Price £4.45

Box of 12
• Model No. SCS108

• List Price £49.95

Double Lever Grease Gun A

A

B

Pistol Style Grease Gun B Lever Operated Grease Gun C

C

400g Screw Type Lithium

EP2 Grease Cartridges
D

D

£3.75
EXC.

VAT

£4.50
INC.

VAT£29.95
EXC.

VAT

£35.94
INC.

VAT

£19.95
EXC.

VAT

£23.94
INC.

VAT

£18.95
EXC.

VAT

£22.74
INC.

VAT

£41.95
EXC.

VAT

£50.34
INC.

VAT

NEW
ALL ITEMS ON
T H I S P A G E

OFFERS WILL BE WITHDRAWN WHEN STOCK IS SOLD. WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO CHANGE PRODUCTS AND PRICING AT ANY TIME. PRICES AND SAVINGS EXCLUDE VAT UNLESS STATED OTHERWISE. E&OE
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Please send me a FREE copy of your latest printed catalogue and promotions. Ref: FC/GRO16

Name: ...................................................................................................................................................

House Number/Name:............................................................. Postcode:............................................

Email:....................................................................................................................................................

We comply with the requirements of the Data Protection Act and may use these details to
send you information about other promotions from the Sealey Group. We may also share this
information about you with third parties where we feel their services will be of interest to you.
If you do not wish for your details to be passed on to these third parties, please tick this box.

Sealey Group
Kempson Way, Suffolk Business Park
Bury St Edmunds, Suffolk. IP32 7AR
Tel: 01284 757500 Email: sales@sealey.co.uk

ww.sealey.co.ukw

7.6ltr
• Model No.
DRP02

6.5ltr
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• Model No. TP69P

1.94 NC.
VAT

Model No. Capacity List Price Exc. VAT Inc. VAT

VS404 200ml £24.95 £15.95 £19.14

VS405 1500ml £49.95 £39.95 £47.94

Inspection Syringes

Model N
o. VS40

4

Model
No. V

S405

Model No. List Price Exc. VAT Inc. VAT

TP05 £6.95 £4.45 £5.34

TP1000 £9.95 £6.95 £8.34

.74 INC.
VAT

• Model No. F2F • Model No. SCP150

• MModel No. JDL5

• Model No.
AK6586

• Model No.
SCS109 • Model No. SCS012

• Model No. SSP55L

• Model No. JC10G

• Model No. AK51

• Model No. TP6804



fresh kit
NEW GEAR FROM THE BIG WIDE WORLD OF CAR CULTURE, LAAAAVLY!

fi fteen52 Formula TR
Size: 8x16-inch, 9x16-inch
PCDs: 4x100, 5x100
Offsets: ET28 and ET30
Finishes: Speed Silver and Carbon Grey

fresh kit

  Defi ning Car Culture 047

One thing we absolutely love about 
American fi rm fi fteen52 is they always 
dare to be different. In fact, that’s most 
likely why they’re so popular with all the 
cool kids in the States. Not to mention 
proper Hoonigan heroes like Ken Block 
and his nutty motorsport chums. 

There’s a lot to be said for bravery in 
design too and that’s exactly what makes 
these new Formula TRs stand out from the 
usual crowd of mesh wheels on the market.  

First appearing on Ryan Tuerck’s Scion 
FRS in the Formula Drift Series, the ‘TR’ bit 
stands for ‘thick ring’ and obviously refers 
to their distinctive lip and dish design. 
What’s interesting there though, is with 
this type of look we can see these turning 
up (and looking top notch) on a whole load 
of Euro motors, as well as the Jap stuff, 
maybe even more so here in the UK. In 
fact, we can’t think of an old skool or 
new age motor that these wouldn’t look 

particularly amazing on, so we’ve no 
doubt they’ll be just as popular here as 
they are across the pond. 

We also love the all-business colour 
options of either Speed Silver or the 
luscious Carbon Grey. And, although 
they’re only available in staggered 16-inch 
widths for the time being, rumour has it 
17-inch versions will be coming along later 
in the year. Get ya some of that!
www.fi fteen52.com

FIFTEEN52 FORMULA TR, from £200 (Each)



FRESH KIT

JAP SPECIAL
ROTA SLIPSTREAM 18, 
FROM £200 (EACH)
Here’s another cheeky offering 
from Rota UK, but this time it’s 
not a brand new rim – more a 
bona fi de Jap icon that’s just 
been given a new lease of life. 
The legendary Slipstream has 
just dropped in whopping 9.5 
and 10.5x18-inch sizes (in a shed 
load of different offsets and 
PCDs). And that opens up a whole 
new world of classic styling for 
plenty of motors, Japanese or 
otherwise, with sizable arches 
to fi ll. Nicely done, again. 
www.rarerims.co.uk 

JAPSPEED SUSPENSION ARMS, 
FROM £60 
When it comes to handling, not to mention 
stuffi ng on the widest wheels possible for 
an altogether impeccable stance, we all 
know that suspension geometry is everything. 
Well, the bods over at Japspeed have been 
busy developing a whole load of adjustable 
camber arms, tie rods, tension rods and other 
such chassis accessories for a stupidly huge 
list of Japanese applications. Mazda, Honda, 
Toyota, Subaru, Mitsubishi and just about 
every performance Nissan you can think of 
are catered for. So basically, if they haven’t 
got your oriental pride and joy listed, you’ve 
picked the wrong one.
www.japspeed.co.uk

We’re absolutely loving these 
race-inspired brand-spankers from 
Rota UK. A time-honoured multi-
spoke design with a sweet concave 
twist, the Reeve is defi nitely one of 
our hot tips for 2016. They’ve been 
more than a little clever with these 
ones too because 8.5 and 9.5-inch 
wide 18s are some of the most 
versatile sizes out there for 
modern-ish motors, they’re certainly 
some of the most popular on the 
street. They’ve also had the foresight 
to back this up by offering a few of 
the most sought-after PCDs for both 
‘all-round’ and ‘staggered’ 18-inchers, 
including the VAG (and Subaru) 
5x100PCD and Jap 5x114PCD. Perhaps 
most crucially though, Rota haven’t 
overlooked the almost mythical Ford 
5x108 fi tment. And that’s important 
because the Blue Oval boys tend to 
get a bit left out when it comes to 
wheel choice nowadays. It’s pretty 
awesome that they’ve taken the 
time to chuck a new option in among 
the usual suspects and we’ve no 
doubt these will be as much at home 
on any ST or RS as they are on a 
GTI or WRX. Well played Rota, 
seriously well played.
www.rarerims.co.uk

ROTA REEVE
Sizes: ....... 8.5x18-inch, 9.5x18-inch
PCD: .........5x108, 5x100, 5x114
Offset: ......ET20-42
Finishes: ..Black, Hyper Black, White
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ROTA REEVE, FROM £220 (EACH)
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GLACO ULTRA, £17
This strange contraption may look like something you’d 
fi nd in your mum’s beside drawer (now that’s just wrong 
– Jules), but it’s actually Japan’s best-selling rain 
repellent. It’s absolutely brilliant stuff too. You just wipe 
it all over your windscreen, buff off any dry hazing and 
you’ve instantly created a hydrophobic surface that 
beads off any water that hits it. In fact, you’ll practically 
never have to use your wipers again. That’s some proper 
JDM technology right there. 
www.nipponshine.com

SAMCOSPORT SUBARU BREATHERS, £102
The Classic Scooby STi (V5 and V6) is getting on a bit now and chances are, over 
the last 17 years or so, yours may have been driven hard… at least we hope it has, 
that’s the whole bloody point! Anyway, a common problem on the 2-litre, fl at-four lump 
is breather pipes degrading due to oil contamination and heat cycling. Eventually this 
causes the sort of oil loss that can lead to catastrophic engine failure, lots of crying 
and handing over a blank cheque to your local Subaru specialist. That’s what makes 
this new 6-piece silicone kit such a welcome addition to the SamcoSport line up. 
Just ask yourself, can you really do without it? 
www.samcosport.com

MOMO DARK FIGHTER, £336
There’s no denying this super-premium, 350mm leather 
and mahogany beauty from Italian styling maestros 
MOMO is a thing of beauty. But we still can’t quite decide 
if it’s entirely modern or retro. Shit, even the PR blurb asks 
if it’s ‘a cutting-edge design with a classic twist or a classic 
design with a cutting edge twist?’ And if the MOMO 
marketing bods don’t know, we’re buggered if we do! Still, 
we know that we like it, we like it a lot. So maybe that’s all 
that matters. A stunner and no mistake.  
www.b-gdirect.com 

DIRENZA OIL COOLER KIT, £179
This universal 13-row cooler and fi lter 

relocation kit could be the perfect addition for 
any track weapon or tuned street powerhouse. 
The idea is one that’s been around forever and 

easily one of the most simple and effective 
when it comes to keeping your engine safe. By 

adding a big, external cooling rad (and 
signifi cantly increasing the oil capacity at the 
same time), this sort of modifi cation keeps the 

temperature at a safe level when you’re giving 
it an extra large boot-full. 

The difference with this Direnza item 
though is it’s designed to be dead easy to fi t 

without the need for irreversibly drilling into 
your OEM lubrication system. Instead of all that 

specialist work, the lightweight aluminium 
adaptor simply bolts in place of the original oil 

fi lter giving a direct route to the cooler and a 
means of relocating the fi lter somewhere more 
accessible for easy, pit stop-style oil changes.  

What’s also sweet here is it can be adapted 
for use as a transmission or diff cooling 

system and there’s enough braided hose to 
hide the cooler behind the front bumper. Or, if 

you’re feeling particularly brave, just whack it 
on the front and hang it out there bozo-style

www.direnza.co.uk

EIBACH F56 JCW PRO-KIT, £200
The MINI F56 John Cooper Works is an epic handling 
little motor as standard. But that hasn’t stopped the 
top engineers at Eibach making the suspension 
package just that little bit sweeter with these 
progressively wound springs. Now, we’re not sure 
if they love a challenge or if they’re simply the only 
ones with the gigantic German balls to mess with 
the defi ning characteristic of MINI’s fl agship model, 
but they’ve certainly succeeded. Designed 
to drop the chassis by an extra 20mm 
all round, for even better handling 
and a marked improvement in roll; 
these puppies have just 
out-Coopered the Cooper. 
Impressive stuff.   
www.eibach.co.uk 
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ZILLALIFE APPAREL, FROM £15
The guys at Zillalife have been 
preaching Japanese car culture for 
years now and offi cially stock some 
of the maddest JDM-inspired sticker  
clothing and accessories on the UK 
market. That said, their stealthy new 
Deathtune range is a little more 
restrained than normal, offering 
almost black-tie levels of smartness, 
but there’s no denying it’s all still as 
cool as chuff! Get online and check out 
all the other gear they have on offer. 
www.zillalife.com 

GRIFFIN SURVIVOR SUMMIT, FROM £35
A recent survey said that 21 percent of consumers would 
rather break a fi nger than their mobile phone and that 
categorically proves that 21 percent of consumers are 
complete dicks. On the other hand, us 79 percent of normal 
people don’t really relish the thought of smashing our 
most important lifestyle companion either. So iPhone users 
will be particularly pleased to hear Griffi n have just 
developed their most hardcore case yet. 

The Summit is designed to keep your device safe from 
drops of up to three metres (tested on solid concrete) 
along with all the splashes sand and dirt you can throw 
at it. To put it another way, this could be something of a 
workshop essential, especially if you happen to be a right 
clumsy bastard. Get yours online or in person at the 
Carphone W  
w g iffi t h l gy m

GINETTA QRB PACK, £185
The guys at Ginetta have been building 
championship racecars right here in Great 
Britain since way back in the 1950s and they’ve 
clearly put every ounce of that retro pedigree 
into their new range of premium accessories. 
There’s a whole load of clothing and luggage 
to chose from, all high-end kit for the most 
discerning of race fans. But our pick of the 
bunch has to be this cool-looking leather and 
canvas backpack complete with its own 
motorsport-style quick-release buckle. 
Someone once said you can’t buy class. 
hey were wrong. 

www.ginettalifestyle com 

JAP SPECIAL
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For those Walking Dead 

moments

RALLY SATNAV, 72P
This is defi nitely one of those 
apps we wish we’d thought of 
fi rst. And easily the most fun 
you can have with your clothes 
on for less than three quarters 
of a quid. The Rally SatNav is 
exactly what you’d expect. You 
simply set your route, hit start 
and your mobile co-pilot 
immediately barks out pace 
notes, warning of impending 
corners, chicanes and hairpins  
all using the age-old 
professional ‘angle system’. 
Simply put, it makes the boring 
B-road commute much more 
eventful. Get yours on the 
Google Play Store. But, as the 
boss always says, be sensible 
and roll safe. 
www.rallysatnav.com

LIBERTY WALK KEYRINGS, £7
You may not have the moolah to 
shell out on your very own Liberty 
Walk-kitted supercar. But, thanks 
to the magic of airmail, you can 
at least have something sweet 
to hang your keys on from the 
famous Japanese tuning house. 
Based on some of their most 
revered show cars, these are every 
bit as high quality as you’d demand 
for 1,100 of your fi nest Yen. Keyrings 
don’t get any more JDM than this.  
www.libertywalk.co.jp

ASAHI BEER, £2
When we’re not the designated driver, 
we have been known to partake in the 
odd tipple or three and, it has to be said, 
this stuff turns out to be pretty damn 
refreshing. Now, Japan may not be 
universally famous for its brewing skills 
but Asahi (pronounced Ah-Sah-Hee) 
certainly makes a clean, crisp change 
from the usual stuff you fi nd on tap in 
your local watering hole. It’s also Japan’s 
number-1 premium beer and the name 
means ‘rising sun.’ If you’re not driving 
give it a go, you’ll be pleasantly surprised.  
www.asahibeer.com

ZOMBIFLAGE APOCA-KIT, £POA
A tt y eren’t sure what to make of this one. Is it 
a if style a sory or a straight car accessory? Maybe 
it   b t  b th but when the zombie apocalypse inevitably 
c y w g y  had such a fi ne way of keeping 
y g  t  ur seat back. This one’s designed 
by e  t  gun holster), but the real kicker is 
t p y e  t  b  deadly serious about its end-of-
t pp a ng with a rather mad collection 
o p e   seat covers. Only in America eh? 
Y t y  one.  

t li ited.com



AWESOME AUDIO LIKE YOUR TUNES? WELL HAVE 
WE GOT SOME GEAR FOR YOU…

JAP SPECIAL
KENWOOD BT502DAB, £115
This new offering from the Jap audio masters 
certainly comes with some serious tech for the 
money - not least a proper ‘digital tick approved’ 
DAB/DAB+ tuner. Now, that might be pretty 
much unheard of on an entry-level single-DIN 
but they haven’t stopped there, there’s also the 
ability to pair two smartphones simultaneously 
(via Bluetooth) for all your hands-free and music 
streaming needs. With that in mind they’ve 
managed to ditch the standard disc mechanism 
for a super-shallow rear profi le that should be a 
doddle to fi t in just about any car without the 
need to relocate any massive bundles of wiring. 
Besides who wants all those hundreds of CDs 
knocking around anyway? This is the 21st 
century after all.  
www.kenwood-electronics.co.uk 

VIBE CVEN V-SERIES ACTIVE BASS ENCLOSURE, £220
This here is the most compact encl g  
that’s no mean feat because nowad y g y  
different products. Its small stature  
designed to get plenty of bass in c g p  
where space is at an absolute prem g y g  
perfect for stashing away under s p g g  
of grunt in motors where you woul y y  
can only be a good thing, right? 

What’s also pretty evident is they p p y  
small, not to mention reasonably p  
high-level inputs, 18dB of bass boo p  
we like most though is the inclusio gy  
allows the internal amplifi er to swi g 
to go through the usual pain of rigg g p  
There’s no easier way of sitting on g  
www.vibeaudio.co.uk 

TOP FEATURES:
• 120-WATTS RMS
• 9.6X13.5X3-INCHES
• AUTOSENSE SIGNAL FUNCTIO
• CAST ALUMINIUM CHASSIS
• HEAVY-DUTY 8AWG POWER CA
• REMOTE CONTROL

Remote control unit

052 Fast Car Magazine#369



OP FEATURES
• FULLY INTEGRATES TO OEM SYSTEMS
• TOTALLY PLUG AND PLAY
• REMOVABLE WITHOUT A TRACE

AUDIOTECH FISCHER MATCH RANGE, £POA
Here’s a load of kit from Germany that has taken audio 
integration to a whole new level. The range is called MATCH 

nd the idea is simple, to optimise all the OEM gear in your 
ar and to make upgrading to premium quality sound 
tupidly easy. The beauty of these products is that you don’t 

have to change your headunit or your speakers. In fact, you 
on’t even have do any wiring, they offer a huge range of 
daptors to hook into the OEM harnesses making every-

thing totally plug and play. Initially designed for people who 
want to upgrade company or lease cars (without messing 
with the wiring or appearance), what’s just as important 
here is that these products can be quickly removed without 

trace. In other words there’s no need for chopping looms, 
running power cables or any of the normal installation 
headaches. These even include a built-in processo  to  
ut’ the EQ and time alignment, so there’s n  g 
bout with complicated settings either. 

Of course, if you’d like to upgrade your 
peakers anyway, they also offer a whole h  
f similarly vehicle-specifi c items, all simple 

bolt-in parts made to the standard shapes a  
sizes. These include all those awkward 
under-seat or hidden boot subs you fi nd in 
Audis and BMWs (I like the sound of that – Jul )  
The future is defi nitely bright for DIY car audio   
www.audiotec-fi scher.de

M  TX8652 COMPONENTS, £400
o s at MTX manufacture a huge selection of 

rea onably-priced speakers nowadays, some of 
t fi nest in the world in fact, but what we have 
h e is the daddy of their component range, the 

hmark technology that will fi lter down to the 
more entry-level kit in the future.

Obviously these 6.5-inch puppies are a fair few 
q but what you’re getting here is the pinnacle 

p ker tech. With an oversized motor structure 
h sed in the same aluminium baskets usually 

reserved for their TX8 woofers and light-
weight fi breglass cones, these offer simply 

exceptional hifi -quality sound. The idea 
has been to extend their frequency range 

to reveal every extra dimension in the 
music. The higher frequencies are 

reproduced by new 28mm silk dome 
tweeters while the extended low-end range 
f the mids offer seamless integration with a 
woofer for unbelievable mid bass. They also 

include a well-designed and thoroughly high-end 
p s p ating posh electrical 

g n p yp py apacitors, to split the 
q ween the two drivers. 
g ? You’ve just found it. 

www.mtxaudio.eu

JL AUDIO 6W3V3, £160
Okay so JL Audio may be about as 
Japanese as the Statue of Liberty (which 
is in fact French – Jules) but the 
all-American brand is well known for 
their small footprint, lightweight audio 
and that could be a godsend for any 
weekend track car or drifter. After all, just 
because you like going sideways at 
every opportunity doesn’t mean that you 
don’t want to have some top notch music 
in you car too. This tiny 6-inch microsub 
packs a serious 150-Watt (RMS) punch 
and is specifi cally designed for use in the 
smallest of enclosures. Power to weight 
is everything and all that. 
www.jlaudio.co.uk

TOP FEATURES:
• 28MM SILK DOME TWEETER WITH NEODYMIUM MAGNET
• LIGHT WEIGHT FIBREGLASS CONE AND RUBBER SURROUND
• 38MM ALUMINIUM TIL VOICE COIL
• HIGH-END PASSIVE CROSSOVER DESIGN 

Small but powerful
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Visit air lift.co/3h3p
to configure your 1/4” or 3/8”

control system.

KIT FEATURES
1. Adjustable camber plates with high-quality spherical bearings

depending on application
2. Compact double-bellows air spring or sleeve-style bags
3. Red anodized aluminum accents
4. 30 levels of damping adjustment, monotube threaded strut with

independent ride height adjustment

5. Black powder-coated strut bodies and lower mounts
6. Up to 5.8” (147mm) of drop, depending on application
7. Vehicle specific upper and lower mounts to ensure an OEM quality fit.
8. Most kits also come with braided stainless steel air lines, and all

necessary fittings and hardware for mounting

THEULTIMATE
INADJUSTABILITY

+01.517.322.2144 | air-lift.co/performancevw | facebook.com/airliftperformance

CO O
AVAILABLE FOR MOST VW AND AUDI
PLATFORMS

COMPLLEETTEE AAAIIIRRRR SSSSUUUUSSSSPPPEEENNSSION KITS
AVAILABLE FOR MOST VW AND AUDI

VWMKVII
Front Kit

#78522 shown
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Visit air-lift.co/3h3p
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THE NEXT LEVEL
IN AIR MANAGEMENT



detailing test
detailing test

TESTED BY MIDGE

The product
There are two variants to choose from with Fusso Coat spray, 
depending on whether you have light or dark paint. The premise is 
simple though – both products are designed to be the easiest way to 
achieve a super-hydrophobic surface in the shortest amount of time. 
It’s no great surprise really. Soft99 have no shortage of other brands 
famed for their water-repellent characteristics and a whole subsidiary 
company dedicated to developing the technology involved. Perhaps 
their most famous brand is Japan’s biggest selling windscreen rain 
repellent (Glaco) and, basically, Fusso Coat does the same thing on your 
paintwork. The surface is treated to a super-tough coating of PTFE 
(Polytetrafl uoroethylene), which forms a layer to bead off water while 
also protecting from dirt and other residues. 

What’s also interesting is that Fusso Coat is specifi cally marketed 
as a ‘spray sealant quick detailer’, where, traditionally speaking, they 
would be two separate products. A quick detailer normally has the 
ability to clean off light grime, but won’t add any substantial protection. 
Being a paint sealant too, Fusso Coat also adds a layer of heavy-duty 
protection for up to 90 days. 

It’s probably fair to say that using this premium product as a detailer 
would be a bit of a waste though. Clean your car properly fi rst and you’ll 
fi nd, as a sealant, it’s simply outstanding. 

Midge’s verdict
When they said it was quick, they weren’t joking. This one is a strictly spray-on and wipe-off affair. Unlike 
most products of this kind, it’s also free from petroleum solvents (so it doesn’t absolutely reek) and that goes 
a long way to making it an absolute pleasure to use.  

As someone who loves anything quirky, there’s also the fact Soft99 tend to concentrate on the home 
market and don’t make any solely European packaging, so all the instructions come as Japanese symbols. 
Although, it’s nice that Nippon Shine have gone out of their way to add some useful English instructions 
without ruining the look of the original packaging. It’s silly I know, but it just feels special. Like no one else 
will have it in their detailing kit.

As with any spray, it’s easy to get carried away and use too much (like I did, clearly). But you don’t need 
a lot. It’s a reasonably thick liquid that’s easy to spread over the panel with your microfi bre cloth. It also 
dries quickly and any excess buffs off easily, too. So in usability terms, it’s everything you want from an 
LSP. As for the fi nish. Well, that’s top notch too and the beading is exactly as amazing as you’d expect. 
This stuff also leaves a great shine. But perhaps most importantly, none of the sticky residue usually 
associated with sealants. 

It’s easy to see why Soft99 is such a revered brand in the Far East and Fusso Coat gets a big ‘hai’ from me!   
In a nutshell: Proper JDM. Unbelievable beading. Technically perfect.  
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Yes people, it’s our annual Jap special, so there can only 
be one truly JDM brand for this month’s detailing test and 
that’s Japan’s biggest, Soft99. 

Launched way back in 1954 as the manufacturer of Japan’s 
fi rst domestically produced car wax, Soft99 now shifts more 
gear in the Orient than anyone else. The epitome of big 
business, they manufacture many of the most famous 
Japanese detailing brands, including Fukupika, Triz and 
Fusso, selling around £75 million quid’s worth every year… 
And that’s just the cleaning stuff! 

Nowadays it’s also the parent company of a whole load 
of subsidiaries, dealing with everything from commercial 
chemicals and new technology, to driving schools and even 
real estate. All that, from fl ogging a few tins of soft wax.  

Still, from a European point of view, what’s pretty special is 
that none of their products were available here, until UK fi rm 
Nippon Shine started importing them a couple of years ago.

With a wide range of seriously unique kit, done in the 
suitably crazy way you’d expect from the Japanese, the idea 
is you get all the JDM kudos but with a product that 
undergoes some of the most extensive R&D on the planet. 
Fusso Coat 90 day sealant here is one of their most popular 
LSPs. So let’s take a look…  

Soft99 
Fusso Coat

£14.99 (400ml )

www.nipponshine.com



UK Driving Holidays from £199 per person
European Driving Holidays from £1000 per person

SPRING
BREAK
22nd - 24th April
Manchester City Centre - Grantham
Hall - Via 2 National Parks

SUMMER
SHUTDOWN
EURO TOUR
4th-9th July
London/Paris/Germany/Switzerland/Italy/Monaco/ n

THE UK & EUROPE’

NUMBER 1
DRIVING HOLIDA
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’S

All of our Driving Holidays UK or Europe an include your Hotels, Party Entries, Casino Entries, Sticker and
Info packs plus your ferry crossings where applicable

All vehicles and all people are welcome at the Cannon Run, we go the extra mile to make sure everyone
feels welcome and at home! We leave nobody behind, if you have an issue, we are there to help!

£199- pp -
£1000- pp -
£250 DEPOSIT

For more info & bookings call: 07492555534
or visitWWW.THECANNONRUN.COM

Thecannonrun3000
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HOT RIDE: NISSAN 370Z WORDS MIDGE PHOTOGRAPHY ADAM SWORDS
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I
nspirational cars and big screen action 
have always gone hand in hand. It’s a 
pretty simple concept when you think 
about it. Everyone loves a cool motor, 
a high-octane spectacle and a spot 

of old-fashioned storytelling thrown in for 
good measure. What the most talented 
fi lmmakers strive for however is something 
more long lasting than instant gratifi cation. 

The really special stuff is designed to 
leave a legacy ingrained in our memory and 
luckily us human beings are infi nitely 
impressionable, even when we think we’re 

not. You see, the subconscious is a powerful 
thing. It stores every interaction throughout 
your entire lifetime and, every now and 
again, it’s no stranger to chucking a random 
thought or idea back out into the mix. 

The thing about car movies too is that 
they’re timeless. Nowadays you can simply 
pull up 100-odd years of cinema via your 
broadband connection and you’re 
immediately reminded of every 
performance, every motor and every subtle 
cinematic nuance – reminded of and, more 
importantly, inspired by. In fact, that’s 

probably the reason I can’t look at a yellow 
Camaro without mentally willing it to 
transform into a massive robot. Or why 
I’m still convinced old school Beetles have 
feelings. And yes, of course I desperately 
want to be Burt Reynolds. I mean, who 
the hell doesn’t?  

In the modifi ed car world though, all 
these so-called car fi lms seem to pale into 
insignifi cance when it comes to the series 
that has infl uenced our scene more than 
any other. I’m talking of course, about The 
Fast and the Furious fi lms.

WINNING’S WINNING!
THIS AWESOME 370Z ONLY TOOK SIX MONTHS TO BUILD. 

ALTHOUGH THERE WAS 15 YEARS OF PLANNING…



“A Hollywood hero car built with the best 
elements of the US stance scene”
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HOT RIDE: NISSAN 370Z

There’s a man who 
loves his motor

Now, as I’m getting on a bit, I can 
distinctly remember the effect The Fast and 
the Furious had when it came out in 2001. 
Suddenly messing about with cars was 
mainstream cool. Every bloke and his dog 
was embracing aggressive styling 
and in-your-face graphics as they buzzed 
around in bonkers, neon-lit hatchbacks with 
unbelievably massive exhausts. 

It’s easy to look back and laugh, but 
it was something of a defi ning moment 
for the popularity of modifying, and we 
subsequently went though fi ve or six 
seasons of some of the maddest creations 
the world has ever seen. In short, we were 
inspired. And it was good.   

Of course, with the benefi t of a decade 
or so of hindsight, we all like to take the piss 
at the misuse of nitrous oxide and just how 
many times you can granny shift in an RX-7. 
But what was special about the original 
low-budget fi lm was that it was, for want of 
a better word, real. It refl ected exactly what 
was happening on the streets of the US, 
albeit in an overblown Hollywood way. 

The thing is though, Nino Parello here 
can’t have been more than about 10 when 
Paul Walker fi rst climbed into that lime green 
Mitsubishi Eclipse. But his unbelievably 
cool Nissan 370Z is still directly inspired 
by what happened in the next hour and 47 
minutes. In fact, he says that if they made 

the original fi lm right now in 2016, this is 
the sort of motor you’d likely see in amongst 
the action. And I can’t help thinking he’s 
got a point. 

Nino’s 370 is every bit as inspired by the 
current US scene as the fi lm was way back 
when. I’d go so far to say it’s the sort of 
super-cool showpiece you’d expect to see 
on a stand at this year’s SEMA, not so much 
an every day driver parked (on the road) 
outside a house in Bedford.

Due to their premium price, not to 
mention the mahoosive 3.7-litre V6 engine, 
the big Nissan may not be the most 
commonly modifi ed car on our shores either. 
But in the US there’s literally hundreds of 
these on the streets and that’s just one of 
the reasons Nino upgraded his static-
dropped 350Z as soon as he got the 
chance. The interpretation of a Hollywood 
hero car we see here has been built simply 
by taking the best elements of the US 
stance scene without loosing the drama and 
sense of occasion of the action genre that 
inspires him the most. There’s certainly an 
element of ‘fast’ in the build too – this one 
was put together in a little under six months. 
Although I can’t imagine he was too angry, 
let alone furious, about it. You just couldn’t 
be with this awesome result.  

Nino clearly has a sharp sense of humour 
about it all too. I’m not saying he lives his life 

a quarter mile at a time or anything, but 
there’s defi nitely a couple of tongue-in-
cheek homages to the original automotive 
saga. You might not be able to see it in the 
pics, but there’s a full-on green undercar 
neon kit for a start, and I have to say it’s 
been a few years since we’ve seen one of 
those on the street. And as for that air tank, 
it just had to be wrapped up like a NOS 
bottle, right? It just wouldn’t be fast or 
furious any other way. 

What’s really special about these ideas 
though is they may be a bit of an in-joke for 
the more discerning movie-buff, but they still 
work in the here and now. And who would 
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In a word: wow

Includes a full-on green 
undercar neon kit

TOP 5 FURIOUS MODS

AIR TANK
Nino’s DIY boot build may have taken a week of 
late nights, but it has to be said the NOS-wrapped 
air tank is a stroke of genius. It’s just not Fast and 
Furious without the laughing gas!

NISMO KIT
This OEM Nismo kit was actually bought as a spare 
for a 370Z in Furious 6, but was never used because 
they didn’t crash the car during production. Fortunate 
for Nino to say the least. 

NEONS
Interior neons are one thing, but full-on under-car 
jobs are something entirely different. It may be a 
controversial idea, but this motor brings them back 
in a big way. It defi nitely gets all fi ve stars from us!

SHIFTER
If the movies have taught us anything, it’s that to 
win any quarter mile drag you have to change gears, 
a LOT. Luckily this weighty US import is just the 
job for those lightning quick shifts – fi rst, second, 
third, forth, fi fth and bye!

D2 FORGED WHEELS
Okay, so they may have nothing much to do with 
the movies, but there’s no denying these forged 
20-inchers are awesome. Nino imported them from 
Japan without knowing if they were ever gonna fi t. 
Looks like the bravery (and the cash) paid off!



You can but stand back and 
applaud that performance
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HOT RIDE: NISSAN 370Z

have thought that? Successfully bringing 
back the neons in 2016? Simply awesome. 

There’s also a homage element to the 
wrap. It’s not just the choice of colour, 
which is about as restrained as a kick in 
the teeth. Rather it’s the combination of 
that and all the contrasting details. In a 
way the black roof and grilles, along with 
the huge blue hoops and green badges, 
are a modern take on the lairy graphics 
and slogans you fi nd on the cars from
the fi rst few fi lms. 

That rear wing isn’t exactly what you’d 
call shy either and, if you look really closely, 
you’ll see a little subliminal advertising too. 

Nino has his surname subtlety embossed 
into the sideskirts.  

Then again, The Fast and the Furious
connection here is more than just skin deep. 
The special edition Nismo bodykit may be 
an OEM part, but it was never originally 
fi tted to this particular GT model. In fact, 
this very kit was sourced from Garage-D 
in Watford and was actually a leftover item 
from shooting Furious 6 in 2012. 

In the fi lm there’s a London party scene 
where you see an Impreza and a 370Z 
rolling past on two wheels. Well this kit 
was originally purchased in case they 
totalled the Nissan and had to fi x it during 

fi lming. As it turned out their Nismo came 
back in one piece, so this item simply 
stayed in their warehouse until Nino came 
along and handed over a wedge of hard 
cash. How cool is that?  

Anyway, it’s obvious that this motor looks 
the part and then some, but the most 
important thing isn’t the critical acclaim it 
gets on every outing. It’s the fact it’s not 
averse to seeing plenty of real-life action. 
Perhaps that’s the biggest impression left 
on Nino by his favourite fi lms. It’s not how 
you stand by your car and all that. 

Put it like this, being a Honda salesman, 
he could have a company car any time he 
wants, but he simply chooses not to. I 
mean, who turns down a free motor? It just 
goes to show how much he loves the actual 
driving bit. Still, with a few subtle tuning 
mods helping lay down over 350bhp, I can’t 
say I blame him. 

It may be true we don’t have the smooth 
roads, petrol prices or lack of MoT 
regulations our US cousins enjoy. This type 
of motor may not be the most practical of 
modifi ed car out there either, 
but Nino makes sure it’s used to the limit 
every single day and that’s what makes it so 
much more than a mere fi lm tribute. 

That’s not to say he’s neglected the most 
crucial rule in the fi lm game though. The one 
that says you should always leave people 
wanting more. In fact, the story of this 
Nissan coupe is far from fi nished, with a set 
of gold Avant Garde hoops on their way and 
some pretty wild plans for an interior and 
exterior styling overhaul, you could say the 
saga has only just begun. Personally 
I can’t wait to check out the sequel.



“The special edition Nismo 
bodykit is from Furious 6”
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TECH SPEC: NISSAN 370Z

EXTERIOR
OEM bodykit from special edition Nismo 370Z; 
custom headlights (angel eyes and demon eyes); 
tinted windows; under-car neons; green side badges; 
custom embossed sideskirts; Avery Lime Green 
wrap with black roof, grilles, front emblem, handles 
and mirrors.

CHASSIS
10.5 and 12x20in D2 forged wheels; 245/40x20 
and 275/35x20 Nankang tyres; Akebono brakes 
front and rear painted white with decals; Air Lift V2 
suspension kit. 

TUNING 
HKS panel fi lter; Stillen stainless steel exhaust with 
Invidia de-cat pipes; UpRev remapped management.

INTERIOR
Custom boot build in suede; NOS bottle inspired air 
tank; white extended gearknob; custom audio. 

THANKS
HavAir for the drop; my Dad for helping me every 
step of the way; my girlfriend for getting dragged 
around every show and my mum for all the support.
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Age? 28
How long have you been drifting? eight years
How long have you been pro?

Most expensive car you’ve drifted? Bentley GT
Favourite UK drift venue?
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INTERVIEW: STEVE ‘BAGGSY’ BIAGIONI

even though it wasn’t really my era. Being Italian, he loves 
Ferrari, so Schumacher was another driver we looked up to. 
But for me, my hero is Valentino Rossi.

Have you ever met him?
They say you shouldn’t meet your heroes, but I have and he’s 
such a great guy. I get on well with his dad too. He’s got an 
R8 drift car that’s sponsored by Toyo and he’s not bad behind 
the wheel either.

Where did you meet them?
I do demos at an event called the Monza Rally Show. It’s 
one of my favourite events of the season. The Italians adore 
Valentino, he’s like a god. They scream his name all day long. 
It’s like being at a One Direction concert. So, yes, I’ve met 
him a few times at this show. In fact, he even crashed into 
me one year!

Er, so you’ve been to a One Direction concert?
Haha. No!

Are you into any other motorsports?
I like Motocross, Rallycross and obviously MotoGP. 
I’ll occasionally fl ick the F1 on too.

Apart from this interview, what’s your career highlight?
Competing in the D1 in Japan. They invented drifting and it’s 
the pinnacle of our sport. It’s on another level out there. It was 
a dream come true to compete against drivers I had watched 
as a teenager.

How did you get on?
I came fourth in the fi rst round, which wasn’t a bad result 
considering the calibre of the fi eld and the fact I’d never driven 
the car before!

What car was it?
It was a Nissan Chaser that we rented off Daigo Saito. It did 
have loads of power, but it was completely different to what 
I’m used to.

Why do you use Nissan 200s?
They are good out of the box and have a great drift chassis. 
It’s also easier to stick to one model as the parts are mostly 
interchangeable, so I don’t need to have a massive spares pool, 
like I would if I had different cars.

What’s next for you?
Next I’m fl ying our to Dubai to compete in round one of the 
World Drift Series, the King of Nations. It’s held at the Yas Marina 
Circuit at night. Then it’s back to Europe, and then out to 
Thailand and the new Chang International Circuit, before the 
fi nal round in South Africa. Plus loads of other events and 
demos in between!

And fi nally, what’s the best thing about being a drifter?
Travelling the world. I’d never imagined the places I’ve got 
to visit, all these beautiful countries and cultures I’ve experienced 
is amazing. I wasn’t particularly good at school, so I don’t 
know how I would have been able to see all these places 
without motorsport!

Nice one, Baggsy. All the best for 2016 and we’ll see you 
at Japfest!

“No offence, but can you hurry up 
please. I need a wee.”

Baggsy getting down with the hose
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HOT RIDE: MITSUBISHI COLT CZ1 WORDS & PHOTOGRAPHY STEVE MCCANN

THE MITSUBISHI COLT HAS LONG BEEN IN THE SHADOWS, BUT 
CHARLEY POLLOCK HAS THRUST THIS ONE INTO THE LIMELIGHT…

Big Time Charley!
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“Although I did it for myself, the 
response has been crazy”
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HOT RIDE: MITSUBISHI COLT CZ1

W
hen it comes to modifying 
a small hatch, the Colt 
has never really been a 
contender. Even the few 
that do get modifi ed usually 

go down the performance route. It means 
the potential for styling has largely been 
ignored, leaving the Colt somewhat 
neglected. Till now. 

Thankfully, Charley Pollock had the vision 
to see past the more popular choices, giving 
this mini Mitsi a mighty makeover and a real 
chance to shine. Having had two Corsas 

and a Clio previously, Charley is no stranger 
to small cars. But this one came about by 
chance. “I was passing a local car 
dealership and spotted the Colt,” she says. 
“I fell in love with it instantly and after a test 
drive the deal was done.”

Back then, in June 2014, it was 
completely standard. But from the outset 
Charley intended the Colt to be her fi rst 
modifi ed project, as well as a daily driver. 
Indeed, only a day after getting the car, 
16-inch Rota Grids were swiftly ordered 
followed by a full Air Lift V2 suspension 

Charley didn’t let the diffi culty 
of getting parts put her off

Lovely stuff

kit and management. From here on, the plan 
was to work from the outside in, external 
styling fi rst then concentrate on the interior.

The strategy was good, but Charley was 
soon to discover that the reality of modifying 
involves a lot of pleasure pain. “Parts were 
just so hard to come by because the Colt 
was a rare car and rarely modifi ed,” she 
says. “But I didn’t let it put me off.” Good 
girl. That’s what we like to hear! 

Armed with this positive attitude and 
enthusiasm, Charley began sourcing, buying 
and having custom parts made. The front 
end is a total one-off, based on the Ralliart 
bumper, but with a host of carbon bits 
like the splitter, Evo X scoop and bonnet 
vents. There’s also Ralliart fogs, a custom 
badge and some clever colour coding all 
combining to give the front such a bigger, 
aggressive look that you could easily 
mistake for an Evo if you saw it in your 
rear view mirror! 

Similar changes can be found elsewhere, 
with Ralliart sideskirts receiving an extra 
carbon edge, tying in nicely with the carbon 
mirror caps. The theme changes slightly on 
the rear as more has been removed than 
added. Some smoothing and colour-coding 
on the custom bumper looks tidy while the 
tailgate has lost its badges and wiper. To 
retain the balance, a Ralliart spoiler sits on 
top and the 3in exhaust peeks out from neat 
diffuser-style section of the bumper.
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Ralliart fogs, a custom badge and some clever 
colour coding make it look Evo-esque

CHARLEY POLLOCK
Tell me, what does Charley say? 

“What are you on about?”
Haven’t you seen the Charley Says cat 
cartoons from years ago? 

“No. You must be really old, Dude.”
Okay, just tell me what’s next for the Colt?  

“New wheels and bigger brakes… 
And maybe an engine conversion.”

What’s the reaction been like to your car?  
“Although I did it for myself, the response has 
been crazy. People seem to really love it, like 
I do. I’ve always wanted to get it in Fast Car 
as well so delighted you like it too!”



NRG steering wheel and 
a classy custom carbon dash
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HOT RIDE: MITSUBISHI COLT CZ1

Overall, the contrast of black and white 
around the car works so well, especially 
with the purple touches on the tow strap, 
fog lights and wheel nuts. With the 
bodywork styling nailed, Charley turned her 
attention to the cabin. To match the fi erce 
exterior, she went for a race-inspired look 
with a roll cage, Bride buckets, purple 
harnesses, NRG quick-release steering 
wheel and a stunning custom carbon dash. 

Other touches include Bride material trim 
in the boot, surrounding the air tank plus 
fi ne details such as the carbon magic tree.

Again, many parts were hard to come 
by, but the quality fi nish makes a huge 
difference. It’s awesome to see how Charley 
has managed to pack so much into this tiny 
hatch, giving it massive road presence and 
style. This is one ballin’ Colt that will never 
blend into the background again. HOT MODS

Custom Carbon 
Not cheap, not easy, but adding custom carbon 
like the cool dash really gives an extra edge.   



Bride of place

“This is one Colt that won’t blend 
into the background”
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TECH SPEC: COLT CZ1

STYLING
Colt Ralliart sideskirts; Colt Ralliart spoiler; custom 
carbon fi bre side skirts; custom made carbon fi bre 
front splitter; custom built front bumper; custom-built 
rear bumper; Colt Ralliart foglights; painted foglight 
surround; Mitsubishi Evo X carbon fi bre scoop; 
Mitsubishi Evo X carbon fi bre bonnet vents; custom 
built bonnet; Luke tow strap; custom-made smoothed 
de-wipered boot lid; carbon fi bre wing mirror 
inserts; colour-coded wing mirror surrounds; 
colour-coded door handles; custom-made carbon 
fi bre front Mitsubishi badge; purple EPR bonnet 
raisers; purple HKS engine pipes; LED Glow 
underbody and interior kit; private registration 
plate C6LTT; purple HID foglights.

TUNING
Standard 1.1 engine; decat exhaust pipe with
3in back box; purple cone fi lter.

CHASSIS
7x16in Rota Grid wheels in white with purple Blox 
wheel nuts and Lego dust caps; 165/45x16 tyres; 
Custom V2 Air Lift Performance suspension.

INTERIOR
Bride Low Max bucket seats; Bride seat rails, side 
mounts and subframes; purple limited edition Luke 
5-point harnesses; custom-made AGT Styling carbon 
fi bre dash; NRG limited edition purple steering wheel 
with NRG gen3 quick release boss; custom carbon 
fi bre magic tree; custom built colour-coded white 
roll cage; custom boot build with white air tank and 
Bride fabric.

AUDIO
Pioneer touchscreen stereo headunit; 
Pioneer speakers.

THANKS
AGT Styling; Tekno Painting; Underwoods Auto 
Repairs; Madcow; CZTOC and Ryan.
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HOT RIDE: DATSUN 240Z ‘FUGUZ’

W
here and how old were you when you saw your 
fi rst Fast and the Furious fi lm? If you’re a petrol 
head and a modifi ed car fan with even the most 
fl eeting of interests in fi lms, then chances are 
you’ll know exactly where you were when you 
fi rst met Dom, Brian, Letty and the rest of the 

gang. Me? Well my introduction to brake calliper-less Jettas, 
endlessly long gearboxes and suspect tribal vinyl graphics 
happened back in 2001, when me and a group of mates snuck 
our way into the Milton Keynes multiplex cinema overloaded with 
popcorn and coke, and I’ve been a fan ever since. Plenty of you 
clearly feel the same way, as not only has the F&F franchise grown 
out of all proportion, but it’s left an indelible mark on modifi ed car 
culture. You only need to recall the outpouring of grief that followed 
Paul Walker’s tragic death to realise this.  

These fi lms have always strived to blur the line between make 
believe and reality of course, so it’s wrong to assume all the actors 
who appeared behind the wheel on screen (and boy are there a lot 
of them) were fully paid-up petrolheads. That said, some most 
defi nitely are and were, Paul Walker being the most famous 
example, Sung Kang (Han in the fi lms) another. It’s the latter’s car 
that you see before you, a jaw-slackening Datsun 240Z that’s better 
known by its nickname ‘FuguZ.’ Debuting at last year’s SEMA show, 
Sung’s ’73 Datsun is a case study in how to do a 240Z. Each and 
every area of it groans under the weight of cool aftermarket 
hardware, clever thinking and one-off styling. 

Cars have been a part of Sung’s life for a long time. Tuning, 
modifying and generally being able to stamp his personality onto 
them was always a huge part of the appeal. So you could say he 
was always destined to build something like this eventually.

The thing that it’s pretty much impossible to overlook when 

Are you GReddy for this?

Va, va, effi ng voom

you fi rst clock Sung’s Z is its bodywork, specifi cally those bulging 
arches. They’re an unmistakable product of the good chaps at 
Rocket Bunny, plus a little help from their offi cial US importer 
(and a name that’s cropped up more than once in the F&F fi lms 
themselves), GReddy. 

The result is without doubt one of Kei Miura’s best efforts to 
date. A fantastically mean looking kit that manages something that 
not all his creations do: it looks right at home, working with the 
factory lines of the 240Z instead of simply swamping them with 



“It groans under 
the weight of cool 
aftermarket hardware”
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More clever thinking 
and one-off styling
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HOT RIDE: DATSUN 240Z ‘FUGUZ’

layers of hyper-aggressive plastic.
There’s more at play than mere aesthetic showboating though, 

much more. The Z’s chassis received extensive strengthening 
and bracing (plus an imposing bespoke roll cage that dominates 
the car’s interior) before the kit was fi tted, while the overhauled 
suspension setup has been painstakingly developed in order to 
maximise the car’s already polished handling characteristics. 
Techno Toy Tuning coilovers are largely responsible for this Datsun’s 
ability to corner with the kind of composure you normally associate 
with far more modern offerings. But the brand new suspension 
bushes and lightweight RAYS Volk Racing alloys also play a part, 
while cutting unsprung weight in the process.

There’s no point in pretending that cars like the 240Z aren’t 
ingrained in Japan’s automotive culture, and this in turn means that 
messing with them carries a certain amount of risk: get it wrong, go 
too far or otherwise ruin the car, and people from all sections of the 
tuned car world won’t hesitate to tell you exactly what they think! 
A good example of this is this car’s engine, now a RB26DE and 
created by removing the forced induction hardware from an 

RB26DETT, then recalibrating it to run in naturally aspirated form. 
The result is that this is far from the most powerful 240Z to have 
ever graced these pages, but it’s perhaps one that pays most 
respect for the original running gear fi rst bolted into place by Datsun 
themselves. It is after all still a straight-six, and one still fed in a 
naturally aspirated fashion, albeit now via a sextuple of individual 
throttle bodies controlled via a standalone ECU. 

Keeping the ethos behind the 240 was important for Sung. That 
doesn’t mean he was adverse to modifying it of course. It has a 
forged bottom end and a ported head, but he was keen to preserve 
its Datsun-ness.

The result is that this car can now call on a very handy 220bhp, 
a fi gure that can be fully exploited pretty much anywhere you care 
to mention. Particularly when you factor in the trick OS Giken LSD 
that brings up the rear of the drivetrain. 

There’s no point making a street car stupidly powerful, not if you 
want to enjoy using it on a regular basis and Sung is happy with 
how it drives; there’s a good balance of power and handling.  

Sung went to great lengths to ensure this theme of balance 

A scene like something 
out of the movies...



“Keeping the 240’s ethos, its 
Datsun-ness, was important”
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Always nice to have 
a quick brake

Wait, are those eyes?



Sung is a man keen to 
get the right balance
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HOT RIDE:  DATSUN 240Z ‘FUGUZ’ TECH SPEC: ’73 DATSUN 240Z

TUNING
GReddy built Nissan RB26DE with high compression 
pistons; forged con rods; ported head; custom 
individual throttle bodies; AEM standalone 
management; Nissan 5-speed manual gearbox; 
OS Giken clutch and LSD; R200 differential.

CHASSIS
Fully braced and strengthened chassis with custom 
GReddy multi-point roll cage; Techno Toy Tuning 
coilovers; Wilwood discs and callipers; aftermarket 
high pads and braided lines; 17in RAYS Volk Racing 
TE37V SL forged wheels; Nitto NT01 tyres.

STYLING
Signature Auto Body restored 1973 Datsun 240Z 
in Kilimanjaro white; Rocket Bunny wide arch kit; 
JDM-style front-mounted wing mirrors; custom 
‘FuguZ’ badging.

INTERIOR
Custom GReddy roll cage; custom CarbonSignal 
dash, door panels, bucket seats; multi-point Takata 
harnesses; oil, temp and pressure gauges.

Neat tricks and Datsun-ness

and respect for the car’s origins continued into the interior, where 
you’ll now fi nd CarbonSignal Automotive bucket seats, dash 
and doorcards, a smattering of attractive gauges to monitor the 
engine’s vital signs, and the aforementioned roll cage. No, it doesn’t 
look stock and was never intended to. But neither does it look 
overtly modern or out of place as. Once again, the balance has 
been struck perfectly. 

The chances of any of you reading this actively disliking Sung’s 
car are, let’s face it, slim. And that’s because he’s done a simply 
amazing job in modifying it to his tastes. So far, so Fast Car feature 
car then. But what really sets this Z apart from the herd is its owner. 
Namely that his passion for cars, messing about in them and with 
them, remains resolutely undiluted. 

Some of the stunts, scenes and CGI present in the earliest 
Fast and the Furious fi lms might have started to show their age, 
but as long as the fi lms continue to hold a mirror up to modifi ed car 
culture (or an idealised version of it), we’ll continue to watch. 
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8.5X19-INCH BBS CH WHEELS • AVON ZZ5 TYRES • ALPINE INE-W970BT DOUBLE DIN HEADUNIT

SLIM JULES’ BMW 335I P90
It’s Christmas time, well it is in Jules’ strange world!

MAIN MODS: ADVAN TYRES • AIR LIFT AIR RIDE• 3SDMS • HYBRID TURBOS • MILLTEK EXHAUST • FORGE FMIC

Start Never Finished

MAIN MODS: PORSCHE 987 SEATS • 3M WRAP • SCORPION EXHAUST • FORGED 225 ENGINE • AIR LIFT AIR RIDE 

Midge has been boasting about his 3-inch pipe again. Luckily this time he’s got good reason.
Start Never Finished

P92MIDGE’S AUDI TT 225

8.5X19-INCH BBS CH WHEELS • AVON ZZ5 TYRES • ALPINE INE-W970BT DOUBLE DIN HEADUNIT

FC ENTERTAINMENT’S FOCUS ST P94 
We’ve always liked Collin and now he’s boosted our Focus to 340 BHP we like him even more!

MAIN MODS: COLLINS PERFORMANCE CP340 KIT • AIRTEC INTERCOOLER • MONGOOSE EXHAUST SYSTEM

Start Never Finished

MARK’S MAZDA RX-7 P96
The bust gearbox wasn’t bust but the diff casing and driveshafts were. It never rains but it pours! 

MAIN MODS: ROTA OPTION RIMS • CONTINENTAL TYRES • HKS T51R SINGLE TURBO CONVERSION • RECAROS

Start Never Finished



JULES’ BMW 335i

FASTPROJECTS
Our Jules get that fl uttery 
feeling (oo-er)
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OH I WISH IT COULD BE CHRISTMAS EVERYDAY, WHEN THE SNOWMAN
BRINGS THE SNOW, WELL HE MIGHT JUST LIKE TO KNOW… 
You know that feeling when you’re about 
eight years old and it’s Christmas in the 
morning? Well, it’s been a long time since 
I’ve felt excitement like that. I get the odd 
fl utter here and there (normal when he’s in 
Burger King – Midge), but nothing quite on 
that scale. Well that was until the boys at 
MStyle gave me a call and told me to come 
and get the BM. Whoop, whoop!

I’ve been without her for a few weeks as 
she was given a complete respray in BMW 
Frozen grey with gloss black detailing. They 
also added a new bonnet, to give the front 
end some aggression and some side lips, to 
help give the illusion of her sitting that little 
bit lower. While she was there, and the 
windscreen was out for the respray, they 
also fi tted the black headlining I picked up 
on the e of Bay. So yeah, I was pretty damn 
excited to see the transformation and my 
vision come true.

And MStyle have absolutely nailed it. 
Considering that the satin paint is an 
absolute bastard to apply, it’s pretty damn 
fl awless in its fi nish. And the black detailing 
looks fresh and balanced from front to rear. 

The boys even renewed the front grilles, 
window rubbers and painted the chrome 
window surrounds gloss black to make 
everything look brand new. The E92 looks 
mint in its new coat. And so does the 
interior, now the grey roof lining has been 
swapped out!

The only thing that could have topped 
it off is if Santa had paid the bill like he did 
when I was a kid. I guess I could have 
waited another seven months until 25 
December, but then I would have missed 
this year’s show season and that was never 
going to happen!

PARTS
Respray..........................................................£3750
Miscellaneous ..................................................£130

Total ..............................................................£3,880

Contacts
www.mstyle.co.uk

It’s time to head to 3SDM HQ and take a look 
at the wheels. Life just gets better and better 
at the moment…

THIS MONTH

NEXT MONTH



MAXIMISE
ENGINE
PERFORMANCE

®

WATERLESS ENGINE COOLANTS

Find your nearest stockist www.evanscoolants.co.uk

Improves Combustion, Maximises BHP  •  Reduces Corrosion
Boiling Point Above 180°C • 75% Less Vapour Pressure

Yes, yes, yes, 
happy, happy, happy

I think I can hear Noddy Holder 
yelling “It’s Chriiiiiiiiiistmaaaas!”
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MIDGE’S AUDI TT 225
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THE TT WILL LOOK THE SAME ON THE OUTSIDE… 
BUT YOU’LL DEFINITELY HEAR IT COMING!

I’ve been a very lucky boy this month. Not 
only did I fi nd £4.59 down the back of the 
sofa, exactly the price of a medium Big 
Mac Extra Value Meal (with a Coke and BBQ 
sauce, in case you were wondering). But 
I’ve also been up to Scorpion Exhausts for 
a nice custom pipe. 

Now I know what you’re thinking, 
Scorpion don’t sell custom exhausts, right? 
Well, apart from on touring cars, MotoGP 
bikes and other such motorsport machinery, 
you’re correct. They don’t. The thing is 
though, I’ve known the guys for years and 
have invested in more than a couple of their 
stainless steel beauties. So when I was 
chatting to them about the possibility of 
developing a three-inch system (for TTs in 
a slightly higher state of tune) they told me 
to bring it up to their factory one afternoon 
so they could have a look. Of course, I didn’t 
need asking twice!

Now, you may or may not remember that 
my TT already has a Scorpion system, 
which has been nothing short of perfection 
for the last few years. But the time has come 
where I just want something bigger to match 

Exhausting work

my modifi ed three-inch downpipe and help 
the car achieve its rather infl ated levels of 
boost. On any other 225, even in stage 1 or 
2 tune, their off-the-shelf cat-back is a top 
addition, giving oodles of extra power and 
looking spot on with its sexy four-inch 
tailpipes. To be honest, I wouldn’t be 
changing it if my modifi ed turbo didn’t need 
the bigger bore. That’s also the reason I’d 
like to use matching tailpipes to make the 
car look exactly the same on the outside. 
In fact, unless you’re underneath, the plan 
is you’ll never know the difference – 
although I’m guessing the three-inch bore 
will make it considerably more throaty.

Anyway, it’s an interesting process all this 
metalwork malarkey. Scorpion develop new 
exhausts pretty much every day and it all 
starts with the guys in the workshop. My TT 
was introduced to one of the fabrication 
maestros, called Greg. I tell you now this 
fella is a master craftsman when it comes to 
working out new fi tments. Greg’s been at 
Scorpion for more than a couple of years 
and he designs and custom builds every 
system by eye, ironing out problems and 

ensuring perfect fi tment. Whenever a new 
car fi nds its way onto the ramp, Greg and 
his team immediately get to work making 
the fi rst prototype exhaust (they call it a 
pattern). This is then measured and jigged 
ready to be reproduced in the factory. 

There are thousands of patterns in their 
stores, each with their own specifi c fi tment. 
It’s not just exhausts either, Scorpion 
manufactures downpipes and the odd 
manifold too. It’s a slick operation. In the 
factory, pipes are mandrel bent to spec by 
a massive computer-controlled bender 
(guffaw). The silencers (which start life as a 
fl at sheet of steel) are machine-pressed and 
TIG-welded, with each system eventually 
welded and polished by hand, then sent to 
customers all over the world.

As for my TT, with the development team 
on the case, the old system and midpipe 
was removed so they could measure and 
bend the new three-incher to shape. 

I’m super excited as I write, because I 
only have to wait until tomorrow to see the 
fi nished article… (unfortunately you’ll have 
to wait until next month).



PARTS
Custom exhaust ....................................£nothing yet

Total ...............................................................£Nowt

Contacts
Scorpion Exhausts
www.scorpion-exhausts.com   
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That’s welding porn right there!

More metalwork malarkey

The yob is here





So you fancy getting your hands on our 
awesome Focus ST project car? Of course  
you do!

All you need to do is pop along to the 
dedicated competition display stand at any of 
this year’s Fast Car Entertainment auto events 
and ask to enter this fantastic competition. You 
will be asked for a few simple personal details 
and then answer a simple question: what does 
ST stand for? Give your answer (chosen from 
three multiple-choice options) along with a £1 
entry fee to the helpful staff on the stand and 
they will process your entry. 

One lucky winner will then be chosen from 
all the correct entries and will be announced  
at Ford Fest at Santa Pod on 18 September. 
Who knows, it could be you!

A full engine bay dress-up session, with lots of 
shiny bits, newly painted/hydro-dipped engine 
covers, silicone hoses, and more…

CONTACTS
Collins Performance
www.coliinsperformance.com
01260 279604

Auto Specialists
www.autospecialists.co.uk
01375 371449
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HOW TO WIN

NEXT MONTH

engine calibration to allow the 5-pot 
powerplant to produce more power, more 
torque, rev harder, and generally be better  
all round. With everything in place the car 
should now be producing somewhere in  
the region of 340bhp with a healthy 400lb/ft 
to go with it. 

In addition to the CP340 kit, we thought 
we’d add a few extra upgrades too, in the 
shape of Auto Specialists’ ported and 
polished lower inlet manifold, and their 
upper inlet plenum too. We’re nice like that.

The car should produce 
about 340bhp

Old v New. No contest

“Oh, I think we 
forgot a bit...”
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MARK’S MAZDA RX-7

PARTS
Diff, driveshaft and ‘box ...................................£TBC

Total .................................................................£TBC

Contacts
Darren @ D & D Automotive 
01536 401396
www.FDUK.org

New shoes courtesy of Japan and a custom  
seat rail for the Recaros.

THIS MONTH

NEXT MONTH
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TIME FOR SOME INTENSIVE ROTARY CARE AT D & D 
AUTOMOTIVE IN NORTHAMPTONSHIRE
One important element of rotary ownership 
is the understanding that, even when you’re 
convinced one part is broken, chances are 
it’s actually quite a few more.

Last month the RX-7 ended up on a flat 
bed. By some miracle it wasn’t the dreaded 
engine failure, but instead no drive from the 
gearbox (which hadn’t been happy for a 
while to be fair). Replacement gearbox 
ordered it seemed like a relatively 
straightforward fix. That was until I actually 
looked under the car…

A snapped driveshaft complete with a 
haggard differential case turned out to be 
the ACTUAL problem. Bugger. Worst of  
all, this tends to be a common issue with 
RX-7s due to the amount of play the diff/
gearbox mounts have even when new. 
Because impending engine doom wasn’t 
enough to deal with.

Truth be told, it was partly/completely my 
fault and not Mazda’s. Launching 425bhp  
of rotary through a set of super-sticky R888s 
(having previously warmed ’em up with  
a little burnout) is a surefire way of doing 
some damage. Thankfully, the saviours  
over at D & D Automotive were there to  
help me out…

Based in Corby, Northamptonshire, 
Darren and the D & D Automotive team 

specialise in Japanese cars, having owned 
and built a wide range of Subarus, Skylines 
and Evos in the past. Having known Darren 
for a fair few years (and more importantly his 
understanding of my eclectic car choice 
over that time), I knew the RX-7 would be in 
safe hands when fitting the gearbox, 
differential and driveshafts. In fact, Darren’s 

also installed a ramp specifically for working 
on lowered cars – perfect for the RX-7!

With the drivetrain being sorted I’ve gone 
and bought a new set of wheels ready for 
the 2016 shows. They’re lightweight, made 
in Japan and come in a rather tasty shade of 
bronze. Safe to say they’re going to look 
pretty special…

See more of the build:
@mark_scenemedia on Instagram



Mark’s old Millennium Falcon 
was suddenly very useful

Rarely a happy sight

Look at him, piping up
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Make Model PCD Centrebore
Alfa Romeo 159 (2005 - ) 5x110 65.1

166 (1998 - 2007) 5x108 58.1
Aston Martin Vantage 5x114.3 68.1
Audi A1 (2010 - ) 5x100 57.1

A3 (8L 1996 - 2003) 5x100 57.1
A3 (8P 2003 - ) 5x112 57.1
A4 (8E 2000 - 2004) 5x112 57.1
A4 (B8 2007 - ) 5x112 66.6
A6 (1999 - 2011) 5x112 57.1
A6 (2011 - ) 5x112 66.6
A8 (4E 2002 - 2010) 5x112 57.1
A8 (4H 2010 - ) 5x112 66.6
RS6 (4B 2002 - 2004) 5x112 57.1
S3 (1999 - 2003) 5x100 57.1
S3 (2006 - ) 5x112 57.1
S4 (1994 - 2001) 5x112 57.1
TT 8J (2007 - ) 5x112 57.1
TT 8N (2003 - 2007) 5x100 57.1

Bentley Continental GT 5x112 57.1
BMW 1 Series  (2004 - ) 5x120 72.6

3 Series E30 (1982 - 1990) 4x100 57.1
3 Series E36 – F30 (1990 - ) 5x120 72.6
5 Series E28, E34  (1985 - 1995) 5x120 72.6
5 Series E39 (1995 - 2003) 5x120 74.1
5 Series E60 – F11 (2003 - ) 5x120 72.6
6 Series (1976 - ) 5x120 72.6
7 Series (1977 - ) 5x120 72.6
Z3 (1996 - 2003) 5x120 72.6
Z4 (2002 - ) 5x120 72.6

Citroen AX (4 stud) 4x108 65.1
C1 4x100 54.1
C2 4x108 65.1
C3 4x108 65.1
C4 4x108 65.1
DS3 4x108 65.1
Saxo 4x108 65.1

Chevrolet Corvette C4 5x120.5 70.5
Ford Escort RS Cosworth 4x108 63.3

Fiesta (all) 4x108 63.3
Focus (1998 - 2004) 4x108 63.3
Focus (2004 - ) 5x108 63.3
Focus RS (2009 - ) 5x108 63.3
Ka (1996 – 2008) 4x108 63.3
Mondeo (1993 - 2000) 4x108 63.3
Mondeo (2000 - ) 5x108 63.3
Puma (1997 - 2001) 4x108 63.3
Sierra Cosworth (1990 -1992) 4x108 63.4
StreetKa (2003 - 2006) 4x108 63.3

Ferrari 355 5x108 67

Fiat Punto (1993 - ) 4x98 58.1
Coupe (1993 - 2000) 4x98 58.1
Bravo (1995 - ) 4x98 58.1

Honda Accord (2003 - ) 5x114.3 64.1
CRX (1984 - 2000) 4x100 56.1
Civic (1983 to 2006) 4x100 56.1
Civic (from 2006) 5x114.3 64.1
Civic Type R (All) 5x114.3 64.1
Integra Type R 5x114.3 64.1
Jazz 4x100 56.1
S2000 5x114.3 64.1

Infi niti G35 (2003 - 2007) 5x114.3 66.1
Land Rover Freelander (1998 - 2006) 5x114.3 64.1

Freelander II (2006 - ) 5x108 63.4
Range Rover II P38 (1995 - 2002) 5x120 70.1
Range Rover Sport (2005 -) 5x120 72.6
Range Rover Evoque 5x108 63.4

Lexus GS 300/430 5x114.3 60.1

IS 200 5x114.3 60.1
LS 400/430 5x114.3 60.1
LS460/600 5x120 60.1

Lotus Elise S2 (Front 2002 - ) 4x100 56.6
Maserati Grand Sport 5x108 67.1
Mazda RX-7 5x114.3 59.6

RX-8 5x114.3 67.1
MX-5 (1990 - 2005) 4x100 54.1
MX-5 (2005- ) 5x114.3 67.1

Maybach 62S 5x112 66.6
Mercedes 190 5x112 66.6

A-Class (all) 5x112 66.6
C63 AMG 5x112 66.6
C-Class (all) 5x112 66.6
CL 5x112 66.6
CLC 5x112 66.6
CLK 5x112 66.6
CLS 5x112 66.6
E63 AMG 5x112 66.6
E-Class (all) 5x112 66.6

MG ZR 4x100 56.1
ZS 4x100 56.1
ZT 5x100 56.1

Mini (New) Cooper (all) 4x100 56.1
One (all) 4x100 56.1

Mitsubishi Lancer Evo I, 2, 3 4x114.3 67.1
Lancer Evo, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 5x114.3 67.1
Colt (1992 - 2004) 4x100 56.1
FTO 5x114 67.1

Nissan 200SX S12, S13 4x114.3 66.1
200SX S14, S15 5x114.3 66.1
300ZX Z31/Z32 (1989 - 1992) 5x114.3 66.1

PCD Fitment Guide
Of course we couldn’t list every single car in the history of the universe, 
we just don’t have the pages, but here’s the majority of the scene’s core 
motors (and a few wacky OEM+ options).



PCD / Centrebore
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350Z (2002 - 2009) 5x114.3 66.1
370Z (2009 - ) 5x114.3 66.1
GT-R (2008 - ) 5x114.3 66.1
Juke (2010 - ) 5x114.3 66.1
Micra (1993 - 2003) 4x100 59.1
Micra (2010 - ) 4x100 60.1
Skyline R32 (GTS only) 4x114.3 66.1
Skyline R32, R33, R34 (1989 - 2002) 5x114.3 66.1
Sunny (1991 - 1995) 4x100 59.1

Peugeot 106 (4 stud 1992 - 2005) 4x108 65.1
107 (2005 - ) 4x100 54.1
205 (1986 - 1996) 4x108 65.1
206 (1998 - 2009) 4x108 65.1
207 (2006 - ) 4x108 65.1
207CC (2007 - ) 4x108 65.1
306 (1993 - 2001) 4x108 65.1
307 (2001 - 2009) 4x108 65.1
406 (1995 - 2004) 4x108 65.1
406 Coupe (1996 - 2005) 4x108 65.1

Porsche 911 (993, 996, 997 all GT) 5x130 71.6
924 (1976 - 1987) 4x108 57.1
928 (1978 - 1995) 5x130 71.6
944 (1987 - 1991) 5x130 71.6
Boxster (1996 - ) 5x130 71.6
Cayenne (2002 - ) 5x130 71.6
Cayman (2004 - ) 5x130 71.6
Panamera (2009 - ) 5x130 71.6

Renault Clio (1990 - ) 4x100 60.1
Clio V6 5x108 60.1
Megane (1996 - 2008 ) 4x100 60.1
Megane 3 from 2008 5x114.3 66.1
Megane 225 Sport 5x108 60.1
Twingo 4x100 60.1

SEAT Arosa 4x100 57.1
Ibiza 2002 to 2008 5x100 57.1
Ibiza from 2008 5x100 57.1
Ibiza (4 stud) 4x100 57.1
Leon from 2005 5x112 57.1
Leon to 2005 5x100 57.1

Skoda Fabia 5x100 57.1
Octavia (from 2005) 5x112 57.1
Octavia (to 2005) 5x100 57.1
Superb 5x112 57.1

Subaru Impreza 5x100 56.1
Impreza STI, WRX (1993-04) 5x100 56.1
Impreza STI (2005-) 5x114.3 56.1

Suzuki Swift (from 2005) 4x100 54.1
Swift Sport 2006 5x114.3 60.1
Wagon R 4x100 54.1

Toyota Celica (to 1999) 5x100 54.1
Corolla (1987 - 2007) 4x100 54.1
Corolla (2007 - ) 5x114.3 60.1
MR2 (from 2001) 4x100 54.1
MR2 (to 2001) 5x114.3 60.1
Yaris (all) 4x100 54.1
GT86 5x100 56.1
Supra 1, 2 5x114.3 60.1

Vauxhall Astra F, G (1991 - 2004) 4 stud 4x100 56.5
Astra G, 5 stud (1998 - 2004) 5x110 65.1
Astra H (2004 - 2009) 4x100 56.6
Astra H 5 stud (2004 - 2009) 5x110 65.1
Calibra 4x100 56.5
Calibra (V6 Turbo) 5x110 65.1
Corsa B, C, D (1993 -) 4 stud 4x100 56.6
Corsa C, D (2000 -) 5 stud 5x110 65.1
Insignia (2008 - ) 5x120 67.1
Nova A (1982 - 1993) 4x100 56.6
Vectra A, B, C (5 stud) 5x110 65.1
Vectra A, B (4 stud) 4x100 56.6

Volkswagen Amarok (2010 - ) 5x120 65.1
Bora (1998 -2005) 5x100 57.1
Caddy (1996 - 2003) 4x100 57.1
Corrado (1988 - 1996) 4x100 57.1
Corrado VR6 (1991 - 1996) 5x100 57.1
EOS (2006 - ) 5x112 57.1
Fox (2005 - ) 5x100 57.1
Golf 1, 2, 3 (1979 - 1997) 4x100 57.1
Golf 3 GTI/VR6 (1991 - 1997) 5x100 57.1
Golf 4 (1997 - 2004) 5x100 57.1
Golf 5, 6 (2003 -) 5x112 57.1
Jetta (1985 - 1991) 4x100 57.1
Jetta (2005 - ) 5x112 57.1
Lupo (1998 - 2005) 4x100 57.1
New Beetle (1998 - ) 5x100 57.1
Passat (1983 - 1996) 4x100 57.1
Passat B5, B6, B7, CC (1996 -) 5x112 57.1
Phaeton (2002 - ) 5x112 57.1
Polo (1994 - 2001) 4x100 57.1
Polo (2001 - ) 5x100 57.1
Scirocco II (1981 - 1992) 4x100 57.1
Scirocco III (2008 - ) 5x112 57.1
Touareg (2002 -) diesel 5x130 57.1
Touareg VR5 TDI (2002 - 2010) 5x120 65.1
Transporter T4 5x112 57.1
Transporter T5 (2003 - ) 5x120 65.1
Vento (1992 - 1998) 4x100 57.1
Vento VR6 (1995 - 1998) 5x100 57.1

Volvo 340 4x100 52.1
C30 (2006 - ) 5x108 63.4
C70 (1998 - 2006) 5x108 65.1
S60R (2003 - 2010) 5x108 65.1
S70 (1997 - 2000) 5x108 65.1
S80 (1998 - 2006) 5x108 65.1
V70 (2007 - ) 5x108 63.4
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SEAT LEON CUPRA R
TOP MODS: 
Stage 2 tuning; Forge internals; 

ported head and intake 

manifold; Cobra exhaust 

system; Wellycooler front mount 

set up; SFS 80mm oversized 

turbo intake pipe; polished 

charge pipe, rocker cover and 

inlet manifold; Forge baffl ed 

sump; red silicone piping; 

Badger 5 remap; 3SDM 

0.05 wheels; coilovers; 

Candy white respray.

STEVEN PACHECO’S LEON CUPRA R
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FC says: Steven has gone to town 

tuning his Cupra R, fi lling it with 

Gucci parts that have pushed its 

power to 300bhp! This one may 

have been built for speed, but it 

certainly looks the business, too. 

The candy white hue, 3SDM rims 

and healthy drop make this one 

an all round weapon.



NOW FOR THE MOST IMPORTANT CARS IN THE WORLD – YOURS!

TECHSPEC
WRX WAGON 
TOP MODS:
Satin teal respray; 2.1 
fully forged engine; TD04 
turbo; anti-lag launch 
control; STi top mounts; 
lowered 40mm; 
hydro-dipped Marvel 
graphics in engine bay; 
custom comic headliner; 
Japspeed decat exhaust.

TECHSPEC
MITSI COLT
TOP MODS:
BC coilovers; Rota Grid 
wheels; Forge hoses and 
BOV; K&N 57i induction 
kit; Fine Performance rear 
strut brace; red camo 
hydro-dipped engine cover; 
smoothed front end.

MARC CUNNINGHAM’S SCOOBY

Defi ning Car Culture 101

FC says: We had Marc’s Scooby in a few 

issues back, but since then he’s been 

busy making it even better with a fresh 

coat of paint that makes the white 

cross-spoke wheels pop. This Wagon is no 

slouch either, with a 2.1-litre fully forged 

engine running a TD04 turbo and anti-lag 

launch control.

JORDAN DENTON’S COLT

FC says: Jordan reckons his Colt deserves to be in FC because 

they’re normally the choice of the older generation. He’s got 

a point too (apart from the one over on page 72). He’s already 

got a great mix of styling and tuning parts on the car, but he’s 

got bigger plans for next year – he’s hoping to boost power 

to 230bhp! Give us a shout when it’s fi nished, Jordan!



TECHSPEC

TECHSPEC
VW BEETLE
TOP MODS:
Houndstooth colour scheme; 
coilover suspension; full 
sports exhausts; dump 
valve; race clutch.

SAM CHADWICK’S BEETLE

FC says:  From the tone of Sam’s email we reckon he’s 

a bit of laid-back kinda fella, describing his Beetle’s 

colour scheme as “Funky Panda”. We’re not quite 

sure what that’s all about, but we’re loving the 

houndstooth and side vinyl he’s applied to his VW. 

Apparently it’s kicking out 250bhp and he’s also got 

a pair of matching glasses. As you do!

PASSAT 1.9 TDI
TOP MODS:
18-inch Ava Memphis 
wheels; wind defl ectors; 
JOM coilovers; debadged 
and dewiper; HIDs; LED 
conversion; brake callipers 
painted in a custom teal; 
pressed plates; Audi A6 
C5 upper strut brace; 
remapped to 180bhp. 

TOM WRIGHT’S PASSAT ESTATE

FC says: Every dog has its day, some people 

say, and it’s normally when they get picked 

up in Tom’s VW wagon that he uses for his 

pet care business! Who said modifying 

couldn’t be practical? Tom has kept things 

relatively simple and wanted to prove it 

doesn’t take much to turn your car into a 

head-turner – he’s built this ride on a tight 

budget. “I’m representing the home builds, 

family wagons and the dirty diesel daily rides.” 

You just keep on representing Tom. You’re 

doing a fi ne job!
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SHOW US WHAT YOU’VE GOT!
Here’s your chance to show off both your ride and your photography skills in the pages of FC. To enter your car just open a fresh new email, put ‘Readers’ Rides Submission’ 
in the subject line and send us a few pics of the best bits (larger than 1MB with no ghosting or logos, and you must have the photographer’s permission) along with a short 
spec and a paragraph telling us why your motor deserves to adorn these hallowed pages. Pop the whole lot over to jules.truss@kelseymedia.co.uk and we’ll do the rest. 

READERS’ RIDES
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WILD CARD: PORSCHE 993 CARRERA 2 WORDS & PHOTOGRAPHY DINO DALLE CARBONARE

HITOSHI HOSHINO’S PORKER 993 IS THE MOST REFINED 
RWB CARRERA IN JAPAN!

Rough Diamond 
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WILD CARD: PORSCHE 993 CARRERA 2

L
ittle did I know that those widened and overly winged 
Porsches I used to see at Tsukuba 10 years or so ago 
would have become the sensation they are today. No 
longer relegated within the confi nes of Japan, Akira 
Nakai of RAUH-Welt Begriff has been spreading his 
vision on every corner of the globe. RWB is a brand in 

serious demand, with a waiting list stretching to almost a year now. 
That’s because each car, to be truly and authentically identifi ed as 
an RWB creation, must be put together by Nakai and Nakai only. 
And with so much demand coming from outside Japan, domestic 
customers have to get in line too! Thankfully Hitoshi Hoshino got his 
request in with the big man with plenty of notice, so he could time 
the unveiling of his car for this year’s Tokyo Auto Salon.

Hitoshi has spent most of his working life in the automotive 
scene. First at Yokohama Tire, following various racing series in 
Japan, and then looking after the aftermarket parts retail at Japan’s 
offi cial Ferrari dealer network. But his path wasn’t just about 
following his passion. There was a well-planned goal at the end of 
it and that period was simply to teach him the skills that would later 
be used to reach his achievement – Army Girl. 

Hitoshi came up with the idea to launch a clothing brand linked 
to the automotive lifestyle scene, for the sole reason that nobody 
in Japan has thought about it yet. It made total sense. He could 
step things up and set up his own business, yet keep that passion 
with cars truly alive. It was a win win situation and the idea to tie it 

The car of our dreams

The car’s designed to shine 
on Tokyo’s streets at night

all in with RWB made sense. The clothing he designs and 
produces is made by following the simple concept of keeping it 
cool, sexy and wild, which are three words perfectly in sync with 
what Nakai’s brand stands for. Plus it’s all made in Japan, 
something that Nakai liked very much, too. 

We met with Hitoshi late one night in Shibuya, right on one of 
the main streets that lead up to Hachiko, the famous scramble 
crossing. We had seen his car briefl y a few months prior at the 
Auto Salon, but never had a really close look. You know how 
shows are, so much to see, so little time and you end up missing 
the fi ner details of what you’re there to see. 

But we’re glad we got this chance to spend a couple of hours 
with this 993 Carrera 2 as it could be the most polished cars Nakai 
has ever put together in Japan. You see, Hitoshi may like the whole 
idea of the RWB “rough” style, but in reality he likes his stuff very 
polished, meticulously executed and beautifully refi ned. One look 
at his car and you truly get a feel for that, right down to the paint 
it’s fi nished off in. 

Hitoshi took an Aston Martin pearl white paint sample to 
Noshima-san, the guy responsible for painting all of Nakai’s cars 
in Japan, and told him he wanted something like this. The car 
would mostly be driven late at night in central Tokyo, after he 
closes up shop, so it had to shine and look the part under the city 
lights. Nakai thought a simple Pearl White was a tad boring for 
one of his creations. But Nojima came up with a little custom mix 



“Hitoshi’s stuff is very polished, 
meticulously executed and 

beautifully refined”
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made up with a higher content of metallic blue in it that really shines 
through and highlights all those complex lines that make up the 
exterior. And those aesthetics are just as extreme as you would 
want them for what is a street driven car, featuring those massively 
wide signature fenders topped up with that GT2 inspired front and 
rear bumper. This build however was one of the most complex ones 
Nakai embarked on, because Hitoshi wanted it done properly. 

The 993 was fi rst stripped down to a bare chassis and sent of 
to M’s Machine Works, a fabrication shop that Nismo uses for its 
race cars. Here a custom multi-point roll cage was fabbed, welded 
and gusseted in place in order to both strength the ageing shell, 
but also to offer a higher level of safety when the car occasionally 
hits the track. It was then shipped back to Nakai where he went at 
it with an electric hacksaw, cutting away the fenders and the roof. 
Nojima painted it inside out and then the massive jigsaw puzzle was 
put together. This also included rare additions like the one-off 
carbon-fi bre roof Hitoshi requested, as well as the rear fender 
winglets and the Rotana style rear wing. A RWB is all about stance 
and to nail it Nakai fi tted a set of Bilstein adjustable dampers mated 

to Swift spring to just the right ride height, before bolting on the 
custom painted 18-inch Work Meister M1s, which measure a rather 
generous 11J across the front and 13J at the rear. 

When Hoshino arrived in front of Tower Records, our 
predetermined meeting spot, I understood why he’d asked to make 
sure we did this only on a dry night. Those three-piece Meisters are 
shod in Hoosier slicks, which at 285 wide at the front and 335 at the 
rear are exactly as dangerous as you’d imagine on a rainy night. Not 
to mention a tad illegal even for Japanese standards! 

Thankfully rain was nowhere to be seen, so I jumped in the 
supportive Recaro seat and we headed down the road to Harajuku. 
Taking a turn off from the main street that leads down to 
Omotesando we ended up in some seriously tight back streets – the 
heart of the Japanese fashion district. 

The sea of scantly dressed school girls that take over the place 
during the day is replaced with groups of drunk salary men late at 
night, stumbling out of microscopic izakaya bars as they try to make 
it to the station before the last train. Miss that, and it’s an expensive 
taxi ride back home. The 993 attracts a lot of attention, people 

At 285 at the front and 335 at the rear, Hoosier 
slicks are dangerous as hell on a rainy night 
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ENGINE
Icode titanium exhaust system; Garage-J fully 
balanced and refreshed M64 engine.

TRANSMISSION
RS clutch and fl ywheel.

SUSPENSION & BRAKES
Bilstein Cup dampers mated to Swift springs; 
StopTech ST-40 4-pot front callipers; 2-piece rotors.

WHEELS & TYRES
Work Meister M1 3-piece wheels 11Jx18in front, 
13Jx18in rear; Hoosier slicks 285/30R18 front, 
335/30R18 rear.

EXTERIOR
Full RWB wide body “street” conversion; RWB original 
pearl white; one-off RWB carbon roof.

INTERIOR
M’s Machine Works custom welded-in and gusseted 
roll cage; Recaro RS-G bucket seats; ARTI custom 
sound system with hidden speakers.

Hitoshi takes Fast Car for a drive (eeep!)

Causing a fuss on Tokyo streets

point, stare and stop to take pictures. It’s quite an experience riding 
in one of these things. You get a fi rst hand look at the sort of 
attention it generates. 

Slapping the name of your brand along its sills makes good 
sense. It’s a stunningly effective promotion tool. But thankfully that’s 
only part of it. Hitoshi regularly takes it out on the C1 and hits 
Tatsumi PA for night meetings, enjoying that easy and foolproof 
handling dynamic these high-grip 911 of Nakai’s are known for. 

Next up for Hitoshi is the engine. He’s already fi tted big StopTech 
brakes up front as he wants to follow what Nakai has done with 
his 993 Rotana track car, and that’s slapping a big massive turbo 
right next to the engine. Big power and some fl ames from that 
custom exhaust would turn Army Girl into something even more 
special. This is a car, that like the brand it has been built to promote, 
will continue to evolve.





Quotes of the Month
ARSE END

Eyes everywhere!
Jules: “Midge, what the hell are you doing?”
Midge: “I’m at home working. What do you 
think I’m doing?”
Jules: “I think you’re dancing in the kitchen.”
Midge: “No I’m not… Hang on, how did you 
know that?”

FC top tip
Here’s another dead-useful titbit from the 
Glenda and Midge dream team. Ever had 
trouble sorting the back or your Barnet? 
Well, no one’s got eyes in the back of their 
head, so why not just FaceTime a mate to 
make sure you’re perfectly coiffed – or, as 
in Midge’s case, you haven’t missed a bit? 

What the feck?
Did you see our fantastic new cover on 
Facebook a few weeks ago? Yes people, 
crazy is back! Or to put it another way (if 
the Barry Glitter bit didn’t immediately give 
it away), no it’s not – it was an April Fool! 
So, the panic is over, you can put away 
the pitchforks, because we’re not about to 
feature a load of questionable old tat. Still, 
despite one or two deranged comments 
with a lot of four letter words, we think 
most people got the gag. Obviously that is 
except for our Midge. “I fucking love that 
Porsche, I’m gonna see how much Boxsters 
are on Auto Trader.” He never learns does 
he? The plonker.
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Midge: “Think of me when you’re giving her one 
then, that’ll mess you up.”
Jules: “Nah, I’ll just do it harder.”
Midge: “You’re a sick man, Julian.”

Jules (on the phone): “Hey, what’s that funny 
noise then?”
Tricky: “I’m cleaning my dash with a wet wipe.”
Jules: “Have you been wanking again?”
Tricky: “Er, you’re on hands free and my mum 
is in the car.”
Tricky’s mum: “It’s all right Jules, I know he’s 
a wanker.”
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KREATER’S LINCOLN 
We can’t recall the last time we 
featured a Continental, if ever. It’s not 
really the sort of motor you fi nd here 
in FC – unless it’s something really 
special of course. Like this:
www.fastcar.co.uk/2016/03/10/
kreaters-1964-lincoln-continental

STREET RACE VOLVO
They don’t do things by halves up in 
that there Scandinavia – certainly not 
when it comes to mad Volvos. Go check 
out this 764whp, LS7-powered monster… 
And it’s on the street!
www.fastcar.co.uk/2016/03/11/764whp-
ls7-turbo-volvo

TOP 5 VIDEOS CHECK OUT MORE ON WWW.FASTCAR.CO.UK

STATIC IN KISSIMMEE
Did you know, automobile fact fans, 
that there is not one single speed 
bump in the whole of the US state 
of Florida? Which is just as well 
really, because…
www.fastcar.co.uk/2016/03/03/
static-in-kissimmee

Midlife crisis
Not many people know (unless you work 
with him, because he does tend to go on 
about it) that our Initial G used to be 
something of a champion skateboarder. 
Well, having moved back to Sarfffend and 
not having to drive much nowadays, we 
guess it was only a matter of time before an 
old friend found its way back to the ginger 
fella. I bet Tony Hawk is shitting himself eh? 
There goes the hip replacement…

Midge's Guide…
…To fitting 34-inch wheels 

to your daily whip.
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MORE STUFF: Loads of other cool trends from the UK’s best modified car magazine!

PIMPED OUT PORSCHE
All the 
coolest m
for your r

Check out the fibreglass creations that are set to dominate car culture

DEFINING CAR CULTURE SINCE 1ST APRIL 2016
WWW FASTCAR CO UK

58-page feature on this badass Boxster!
CRAZY IS BACK!

To 
(well)Beyond
The Q45 that pushes 

the boundaries!

Make your engine bay look a million 

dollars with our diamant tuning guide!LAMBO COORS

The scene's coolest doors are back!

There's no replacement for 

displacement… until now!



Fair s fair
He drives a GT-R on spanky rims, does the business on the radio 
and gets to go home for a spot of horizontal mambo with Strictly 
host Tess Daily every night – how cold life be any more complete? 
By following FC on Twitter of course. In fact, Mr Kay loves FC so 
much he’s always giving us a cheeky plug on his page so, in the 
interests of fairness, we thought we’d just say how much we’re all 
looking forward to a new series of All Star Family Fortunes. Well, 
Jules is anyway.  

‘Ow much?
We’ve always known our Jules 
doesn’t mind shelling out for the 
fi ner things in life, but even we 
were surprised when he went 
and spent 26 nicker on a box of 
crisps from Amazon. Then again, 
I suppose it is food, so we should 
have guessed. They’re probably 
gone by now anyway. Roast beef 
and mustard – the caviar of the 
middle classes!

G’s fi rst mag?
It’s amazing what you can pick 
up in a Bristol antiques shop. 
Just check out this cool 
motoring magazine Glenda 
found from way back in 1928. 
Apparently, our G started his 
colouring-in career as a junior 
designer on this very issue. 
He was only in his late 20s in 
those days (Oi! – Initial G). 

Defi ning Car Culture 113Defi ning Car Culture 113

1100BHP DEL SOL
Some people seem to think that 
the Honda CRX Del Sol should be 
fi rmly placed in the hairdresser 
category. However, those people 
need to think again.
www.fastcar.co.uk/2016/03/22/ 
1100bhp-honda-cr-x-del-sol

F40 SNOW DRIFT
This Red Bull Japan video is meant 
to show a day in the life of a Ferrari 
F40. I wish we could all have a day 
like this one! Then again, I suppose 
that goes without saying. 
www.fastcar.co.uk/2016/03/30/
ferrari-f40-a-day-in-the-life

A) Fifteen52 Tarmacs
B) Honda Civic EP3
C) Mk2 Audi TT

Silverstone, Brands Hatch, 
Monza, Spa, Daytona, 
Nurburgring and Estoril.

BLAST FROM THE PAST - JUNE 2014

QUIZ Results from issue 369:
WORDSEARCH

In this issue two years 
ago… The annual Jap 
Special (again)

•  Kato-san from Liberty 
Walk gave us an insight 
into his personal 
Bozo-beast. Drives a 
Skyline, chops up 
Ferraris – legend! 

•  The latest car from the 
Players stable was 
another old skool resto 
and probably the lowest 
Datsun 510 pickup ever. 

•  Suzuki Carry truck 
proved that Pink can 
still be manly. British 
builders take note. 

•  Nothing says Jap 
Special like Ultimate 
Dubs… er, hang on…

•  A pink Diablo with 
neons? Only in Japan!
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**Subject to change, just like the 
weather…

On Sale Friday 27th of May

… the 
drop-top 

special 
COOL CABRIOLETS

Static slammed 350Z
Beautiful BMW Z3

Sexy S2000 

HARDCORE HARDTOPS
Awesome Audi TT

Evil Evo X
Cool Caddy

Fruity 5 Series 
Wicked Golf Wagon

SHOWS
Wörthersee

We head to Austria for the pre-show 
that’s bigger than the show

Japfest
Europe’s biggest Japanese car 

show just got bigger!

BONUS
Spring Break Cannon Run, 

posters, show detailing prep guide, 
products, projects and general

car-based awesomeness
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